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VoIume 97 -tio. 159, in Our 97th Year Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, July 6, 1976 15' Per Copy One Section-16 Pages
BICENTENNIAL FIREWORKS — A full weekend of Bicentennial activities was capped with a gigantic fireworks
display Monday night at the city-county park. Park director Gary Hohrnan and his crew were in charge of the display
which lit up the sky with streaks of many colors. Photos of other park activities and the Bicentennial observance on
the Court Square appear on pages 10 and 11.
Staff Photo br Gene McCutcheon
Carter Talks With Muskie;
Sets Interview With Mondale
HERSHEY, Pa. (AP) - Jimmy
Carter said today he will interview Sen.
Walter Mondale of Minnesota as a
ssible vice presidential running mate
sday. He also picked up the en-
dorsqent of about 30 Democratic
governàs meeting here.
Mondale.. is the second vice
presidential ibility with whom
Carter will meèt He talked with Sen.
Edmund Muskie o aine on Monday.
The man who is vi Ily assured of
winning the Democrat residential
nomination nett week has s he plans
to meet with at least vice
presidential prospects before and
during the convention.
Carter made his announcement about
Mondale at a news conference held with
Democratic governors at the National
Governors Conference where the
former Georgia governor won near-
unanimous support for his campaign
for president.
About 30 Democratic governors
pledged their support in a statement
which was adopted without dissent at
the conference. There are 36
Democratic governors.
Carter's meeting with Mondale, like
the one with Muskie, was expected to be
at Carter's home in Plains, Ga.
Carter also told the news conference
he had met with CIA Director George
Bush for a national security briefing
Monday night. He said Bush gave him
Rash Of Burglaries
Reported To Police
A rail; of thefts and burglaries itept
the Murray City Police busy over the
holiday weekend, according to
department reports.
The Murray Ledger and Times
building was burglarized sometime
Friday night, according to police. A
concrete block was used to gain entry
through a rear door. Offices were
ransacked and $30 in pennies was
taken.
Purdom Furniture reported about $7
in cath missing after a rear window
Chance of R044 - •
Chance of rain tonight Partly cloudy
Wednesday. Chance of rain Thursday.
Lbws tonight in the low 60s. ..Highs
Wednesday in the mid to upper 80s.
Winds light and variable tonight.
Chance of rain 34 per cent tonight and
10 per cent Wednesday.
was forced and the building entered
sometime Friday night.
A vacant building at 106 North Fourth
was also burglarized, but nothing was
repotted missing.
Paul Butterworth, 500 South Seventh,
reported a break-in at his home
sometime July 4. Taken was a stereo
system valued at $1,160.
Frank English. 213 South 16, reported 1
$250 in fishing equipment taken from
his car while parked at home.
A citizens band radio, valued at $186,. -
was taken from a car rrned by Richard -
Edvrards, 724 Nash Drive.
Donnie Winchester, 813 North 18th,
reported criminal mischief to his
automobile. Paint thinner was poured
on the car; damage was estimated at
$400. .
The theft of a set of wheel covers
from a car was reported by Richard
Lynn of Hardin. Value of the wheel
covers was estimated at $05.
"an agenda of tbe kind of information
the CIA has to provide." He said he
would be meeting with CIA officials
after the Democratic convention for
briefings on specific areas of the world.
"I plan to spend five or Six hours at
the first session just letting the CIA
educate me about .Current and un-
pulakshed relationShips between our
own country and other countries around
the world, particularly those that might
be of some threat to peace.
"I wept/to make sure that during the
campaign itself that I'm as well in-
formed as possible so that I don't make
a -statement inadvertently that would
contravene the purposes of our country
or might be some disruption in the
search for peace or good relationships
with other countries."
Carter also applauded last week's
Israeli raid on the Entebbe Airport in
Uganda to rescue Israeli and other
hostages held by terrorists.
"I think the Israelis took the right
action," he said. "I think it was a good
move
"I thinK their opposition to appeasing
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Oh, what a weekend it was.
The fuse was long, too long everyone
said, but when the grand Bicentennial
skyrocket went off it lifted America's
spirit and uncovered its pride and, at
least for the moment, crowned
America's good with brotherhood from
sea to shining sea.
It was as if the entire nation put aside
its cares and sorrows and thought at
last of its own best dreams.
"After two centuries there is still
iierftethieg-svonderful a -being an
American," President Ford 'said,
standing on Thomas Jefferson's front
lawn at Monticello, and the nation
answered, Arnett,:
we cannot quite eipress it," he ,
we know what it is. You-know/
s or Would not be here.
And where were you?
Americans have a way of remem-
bering where they were at the precise,
moment of national trauma:- Dec. 7,
1941; Nov,22, 1963.
But in his lifetime will Thomast(ates,
the American envoy in Pekieig, ever
forget that on, the Fourth ofr July in the
year of Our Lord 1976 aA the year of
the Republic 200 he ,ate hot dogs with
the members of his staff at a Ming
Tomb in the worldt's largest Communist
country?
Will any grlhe million surrounding
.. WestitriVen Monument, ohing and
ahing at,granirest
in history, forget that when it was over
that huge crowd, that happy throng,
spatotaneously burst into "God Bless
YArnerica"?
Will any of the five million - five
million - who lined New York harbor
Revenue Sharing In
First District Over
.$43,6 Million Since '72-
WASHINGTON, D.C.-U.S.
cotigressman Carroll Hubbard (D-Ky.)
today reported that, as of July 6, the
First Congressional District of Ken-
tucky will have received $36,685,2Z) in
general Federal Revenue Sharing
payments since the program's in-
ception in 1972.
On July 6 counties and communities
in the First District will receive their
fourth quarter Federal Revenue
Sharing payment which will total
$2,095,773.
"I am a firm suivorter of Revenue
Sharing and I realize its critical im--
portance in improving counties and
communities in Western Kentucky,"
Congressman Hubbard remark
Y
"In my view, the Revenue sharing'
programs have been an unqualified
success," he added. "I believe it is one
means of curbing the growth of the
Federal Government by requiring
important decisions to be made at the
state and local levels of government."
Mrs. TiJtner Named To
Subcommittee On Nursing
Mrs. Nadine Turner, R. N., Director
of Nursing at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, was recently appointed to
serve on the Subcommittee on Nursing
Education of the Kentucky Council on
Public Higher Education.
This subcommittee has the respon-
sibility of developing a Comprehensive
plan for Nursing Education to meet the
health care needs of Kentucky. The
subcommittee will also serve in an
advisory capacity to the Health
Sciences Advisory Committee to
develop a comprehensive educational
plan for the health- science disciplines,
including Pharmacy, Dentistry, and
medicine, for Kentucky.
For the past two years, the Co-ivied on
Higher Education has conducted an
extensive study of health education in
Kentucky. Mrs. Turner participated as
a member of the ad hoc study group on
Nursing. In Phase I, the ad hoc groups
determined the issues facing each
health science profession and made
recommendations for meeting these
issues. The reports from these groups
will serve as a basis for the activities of




A Murray woman is in satisfactory
condition at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital after being injured in
an accident at Wildcat Creek Monday
afternoon.
Annette Hicks, 502 Elm, was
hospitalized after being injured in an
incident at the public use area on
Wildcat Creek.
County Sheriff's officials said
Annette Hicks was standies behind a
car, putting something into the trunk
when a car driven by Ray Dugger,
Route Three, backed across the
parking lot and pinned her between the
two vehicles.
Dugger was charged with D.W.I. and
no operator's license, with possible




The Murray High School band will
hold its initial practice session of the
season tonight at 7 p. ni at the high
school according ,to bend director Joe
. .
All ninth through twelfth grade band
members are urged to attend the
session, Sills said.
Mrs Turner is a graduate of the
Norton Memorial Hospital School of
Nursing, in Louisville. She also holds a
B. S. in Nursing from Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, and a M. A. in
Education from Murray State
University.
and the Hudson River ever forget those
majestic square-riggers and-the glory
of 10,000 sails along the flank of the first
capital of the Republic?
-Across the land, it was a Super-Bowl
of superlatives - the biggest,- the
loudest, the best and the brightest, a
blur of extravaganzas months in
preparation. But the surprise of the
Bicentennial was the spontaneous
warmth and gaiety and, yes, patriotism
where the crowds assembled.
In „Boston, they would reniember
bursting into "Happy • Birthday" after,.
listening to the Declaration of
- *tea the tstrerry-
where it wa's first read in that city in
1776.
In Lexington and Concord, where the
fight for liberty began, they would
remember a special cheeriness at the
traditional children's games of hula-
hoop spinning, bike racing and
watermelon eating.
The same easy, happy spirit
prevailed at other national shrines....
At Fort McHenry, at a booming
rocket display at dawn's early light ...at,
Gettysburg, where William Wil1i-4ms of
The AP reported about a re-enactment:
"They gave a war here and thousends
of Americans came," 30,000 with picnic
lunches.. .in Washington, the city
everybody seemed to run against this
year, where storytellers and puppets 
entertainedlaughing kids at West
Potomac Park.. in philadelphia, where
The President joined thousands for
formal ceremonies at Independence
Hall, and. also where a subway rider
broke into "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic," and immediately the other
riders, in all the cars, joined in....
(See Weekend, page 12)
Scattered Crop
Damage Reported
County Agent Ted Howard has
reported scattered crop damage from a
summer hail storm which struck the
local area Monday afternoon.
Farms in the Penuey, Alrno, and
Oaks Country Club area reported
damage to corn and tobacco from the
hailstones.
The sudden storm dumped % inch of
rain on some areas of the -county in
about 15 minutes, according to local--
weather observer John Scott.
CROWDED FOURTH — Campgrounds all over the lakes area were Idled
to capacity over the holiday weekend, and visitors to the Lakeland
crowded beaches and other facilities, as well as the campgrounds. This is
the KOA campground at Aurora. which was representative of the crowds
at most camping facilities.








ME WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 1174
Look in the and= in which
yaw birthday coliem and find
what your outlet& Is, according
to the stars.
ARUM
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some detail you overlooked
may upset the smooth tenor of
your work. Pick up where most
practical and go on. Crying over
"spilt milk" is a mines/ time.
TAURUS
( Apr. 2110 May 21)
Getting what you want — and
quickly — may be day's main
problem. 11e answer lies just
around the corner. Don't expect
it to be obvious, however. You'll
have to dig deep.
GEMINI
(May 23 to June 21) 14°-
\ You grasp Ideas easily, see
benefits to be gained where
- her, only note. the obstaclee
Use your instincts NOW — and
go tarsier&
CANCER
• (June 22 to July 23) et)
considering a new prop-
osition," study carefully,
regardless of who wishes to
burr) things through. View
offerings with an eye to the
future.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 211) 424g
Your public relat1ons ac-
cented now, with special em-
phasis on responses to year
efforts and presentation of
Ideas. Curb your innate
aggressiveness.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Take a clop look at beam
which Nimes your decadent.
,Try Wheal a shwas, *arm
le him, a mere arscosettel
witeek ea objectives: And do
WOrlese talth in theta
1A1111A
(Sept. 24 to otit. 23)
Don't shirk responsibility.
Accept its challenge. Especially
now, when a panne in authority
has already become intrigued
with your potentials.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) ntglic•
A dap in the right direction
can be accelerated later when
looting Is surer. If you do get a
- -1111111t start, switch tactics or
dm. pea. You CAN make it!
, (Iese 13 to Dec. 21) '40
aitalITARIUS
atend-off day, but you
-demill do well if you stress your
oximetence and per-
ineum:wee. In some matters
peal pia more by totiowine
vacenventional methods.
(Dee 22 to Jan 30)
C.APRICORN
Avoid the Ellopeid Sod close
your eyes to the dubious
schemes of others =se matter
how attractively they may be




Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 *
SA
Your management of ma-
terial resources now cones up
for review and, perhaps,
oluclarn. Keep things orderly
and in balance. Verify all "in-
formation" if you'd stay ahead.
PISCES
(Feb. 10 to Mar. 20)
Look for the "loopholes" that
trick needlessly; be alert to
misrepresentation; sift care-
hilly for truths. Once sure you
are on the right track, go ahead
confidently — and profitably.
/*IL
XCr
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with unusual sen-
sitivity. stamina and love of
knowledge. You are practical,
*17
imaginative, conventional and
have a great reverence for the
traditional. You have con-
siderable inventive ability,
backed up by technical per-
fection; would make an out-
standing scientist. You
sometimes lack confidence—M.—
yourself, however, and must -
learn to conquer your doubts
and fears if you are to achieve
the fine potential which is in-
nately yours. You also have an
artistic bent and could paint,
write or compose music. In
architecture, your work would
show an extraordinary eye for
line and proportion. Other fields
suited to your talents: the law
and medicine. Birthdate of.








Mrs. Nancy Lacewell and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Hollis Clark, 1311 Robertson,
Murray, Mrs.--llelga Keller,
1702 Audubon, Murray, Mrs.
Frances Butterworth, 1708
Magnolia, Murray. Mrs.
Patricia Hosford, 304 Corbin,
Paris Term., Mrs. Barbara
Cothran. Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Katie Bethune, Box 802, Paris,
Tenn., Miss Shannon Broach,
Rt. 1, Clavert City, Mrs, June
Stone, Rt. 8 Box 20, Murray,
Mrs. Barbara Williams. 11308
Keenland, Murray, Michael-
t. 1, Farmington,
Terry Boggess, Rt. 1, Box 213,
Kirkspy, Mrs. Pat McMullin,
912 Waldrop, Murray, Mrs.
Mary Hendon, Rt. 6, Mayfield,
Mrs. Jan Roberts, Rt. 7, Box
16„ Murray, Mrs. 13eartore
Underwood. Rt. 6, Box 10)C,
Murray, Miss Kathy Calhoun,
Box 360 Rt. 7, Murray, W.
Lyons, 1515 Glendale Rd.,
Murray, Ellis Meadows, 730
Fairlane Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Stella Furches, 1827
Hamilton, Murray, Miss Mary
Davis, 631 Riley Ct., Murray,
Henry James, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn., Dewey Lampitins Sr.,
Rt. 2, Box 56 B. Murray,
Melvin Miller, Rt. 6, Murray.
Vaws- Be In August
-41 )*- 867414
DIX GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. A. Dale Dix
announce the birth of a
daughter, Sarah Allen, born
Saturday, June 5, at the
Women's Hospital, Tampa,
Fla. They have twaboys, Brad
Alan, age, seven, land Jason
Brandon, age fifteen months.
The maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Isaac D.
Brandon of Alt, Route One.
Mrs. Eunice Rolfe of the
Convalescent Division a the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is a great grand-
mother. The paternal gran-
dparents are. Mrs. Euple
Butler of Almo Route One and
the late Hugh P. Dix.
MOVIES IN MURRAY





of the Gods (PG)
Next-lid News Seers (PG)
Tuesday, July II
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
1ii II nanuel Lutheran Church.
Murray Assembly No. -19
Order of the Rainbow for Girle
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Miss Cathy kaye Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Sanders of Murray Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Cathy Faye, to Jack C. Duvall, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack C.
Duvall of Greenville.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School. Mr. Duvall is a senior criminal justice major at
Murray State University and is employed by the Murray
Police Department.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 21, at
four p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Greenville. All friends
and relatives are invited.
'Dean. --t4c1313*-
By Abigail Van Buren
'Why Medical Bills are
Like Car 'Payments
DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote to say that her husband
had gone to a doctor six years ago and had a complete
physical examination. The doctor told him he needed an
operation. She said her husband never had the operation
and never went back, and he's never felt better in. his life
This reminds me of the following:
Doctor to Patient! "You're in bad shape:You velum nave
an operation.
Patient: "How much will it cost?"
Doc: "Eight thousand dollars."
Patient: "Gee, Doc, you know I don't have that kind of
money."
Doc: "I'll make it easy for you. Give me 63,000 down and
pay me $100 a month until the bill is paid."
Patient: "That's just like buying a new car."
Doc: "I am."
NO DOPE IN .
DEAR. ABBY: I have put off writing to you long e ugh.
I have fallen out of love with my husband. W e been
married for eight years, we have two beauti , healthy
children and a nice home. I don't have to wor , I have a car
of my own, and from all outside appearaiac have it made.
My husband is a good father, is gene us and is easy to
live with and I know he loves me, but am sick to death of
faking it in the bedroom. I just do feel a thing for him
romantically. I respect him and y like him, but he's
more like a big brother than husband.
I haven't told him how I 1 because I just hate to hurt
him. He's such a decent . 11e really deserves better than
a wife who can't retur is love. We talk about everything
but this. Please h me.
TIRED OF ACTING
DEAR T1 . Tell your husband that you and he
should see marriage 'counselor. Then do it. If you can't
work t ugh the -problems that have made you more of a
"sis ' than gloving wife, level with him. You're right. He
ves better. And there's much more to marriage than
you're getting.
' DEAR ABBY: I have something to say to HISTORY
BUFF who claims that a double-wedding ring ceremony has
no meaning. According to him, his old German Bible (l888(
says the wedding ring signifies that a woman is no longer a
free and independent person, but she's in bondage to her
husband. She Owes him obedience as a snbject owes
obedience to his Master. •
Well, in MY book, a double-ring ceremony joins a man
and woman together in holy matritnony as equals.
-WM-STORY Burr, etick- tt In your ear and blow it
through yens?. nose. For your information, I am only 12, and
I plan toisavera double-rink Ceremony whether you like it or
not! ' •
A STRONG VIEW AT 12
.: Malt STRONG VIEW: My guess is you're speaking for
the seenna-geaeration of women's libbers,' right-T -
'For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr
• Beverly Mills. Calif 90212. Please encl
oge • long,

























KSALPN District 17 Unit I
will meet at. the Conference
room M—uri ay-Calloway
County Hospital at seven p m.
Wednesday, July 7
LaLeche League Toddlers
meeting will be at 9:30 a.m. at
the home of Debbie Petty, 502
Broad Street.
Coke and swim party for
contestants tor Murray-
Calloway County Fair Queen
contest will be held at home of
Mrs. Lois Keller, College
Farm Road, at 11:30 a.m.
MARI OrtaolsaUsne of




for advanced and beginners
will continue at Murray
Country Club starting at
twelve noon.
Baptist Women, Baptist
- Young Women, and A
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
New session for youth arts
and crafts will meet from 1:30
to 3:30 p.m. at Murray-
Calloway Park. Fee is $2.50
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1.-Th---76Tenpson And Willoughby Vows
Solemnized At Sap-flit-Church
The sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church, Murray, was
the setting for the May
wedding of Miss Cynthia Lynn
Thompson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. F. Thompson,
of Murray, to Michael Brown
Willoughby, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Willoughby, also
of Murray.
Dr. Bill Whittaker solem-
nized the double ring
ceremony as the wedding
party stood before a fifteen
branch arch candelabrum
entwined with greenery with a
15 piece spiral candelabrum
entwined with greenery on
either side.









gladioli, yellow and white
daisy mums and green...ferns
were placed on each side of
the altar. After the vows were
said the audience was asked to
joiq . the couple ip the
repeating of the Lord's Prayer
as they knelt facing each other
on the prayer. bench. The
lighting of the unity candle by
the couple finalized the
ceremony.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Lisa Win-
ters. Selections of "Whither
Thou Goest" and We Have
Only Just Begun" were sung
by soloist Renee Taylor. Miss
Winters 'played the traditional
Marches for the processional
and recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride was attired in
lovely gown of sheer ganza
and chantilly type lace. The
gown featured a mandarin
neckline and fitted bodice with
an overlay of lace. The bishop
sleeves closed at the wrist
with a deep band. The
gathered skirt was enhanced
by a wide band .of matching
lace forming a chapel train.
The full length mantilla was,
encircled with matching lace.
The bride's dress was worn
as something new, a ring
belonging to the bride's
mother as something old, a
blue garter is something blue,
and a necklace borrowed from
a friend as something
bOrrowed. The bride's bouquet





and Rise Lowe. The maid of
honor was Cindy Jetton. The
bridesmaids and maid of
honor wore full length gowns
'Our buildings are hot only economical
to build, they're economical to own_
We can provide roofs that stay weathei-
tight as long as any ever devised. And
walls with baked-on ,finishes that bin
and last. And insulatiokthat cuts heat-
of pastel yellow crepe with
cape sleeves. The gowns were
designed with a fitted waist
and a Vee Neckline. The at-
tendants of the bride carried
bouquets of yellow and white
daisy mums,
The groomsmen were Todd
Shuppe, Ronny Shemwell and
Ronny McNutt. Best man was
Mike Finley. They wore
yellow tuxedoes trimmed in
black with white carnations as
boutonnieres. The groom wore
an all white tuxceclo. His
boutonniere was also a white
carnation.
Reception
The reception following the
wedding ceremony was held in
the Fellowship Hall.
The serving table was
draped with a white linen
tablecloth and decorated with
a silver three candle can-
delabrum accented with a
On Wednesday, July 7th, at
the Murray Country Club, an
Intra-City Ladies Golf _Meet fa
scheduled for all women
golfers of the Oaks Country
Club and Murray Country
Club. The..golf coaimittees of
the Oaks and Murray Country
Club will serve as hostesses.
Next year the tournament grill
be played at Oaks Country
Club.
All Murray Country Club
women golfers who did not
enter the tournament may tee-
off after 11:30 a.m. Wed-
nesday for the regular Ladieg
Day Golf. Ladies Day aolfwill
be held at Oaks Country Club
at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday for
fiøtwi arrangement of 010!.....77-1PPMen_ golfers_ net _and white daisy mums and the tournament.
greenery. The wedding cake The line-up for the hdra-
was all white three tiered and City Meet Is as follows:
was served by Mrs. Judy First Flight, number one tee
Grogan. Assisting in serving at 9 a.m.—Tonl Hopson, thus
were Cindy Leslie and Jane Orr, Murrelle Walker, Maly
Fridy. Lindy Bridwell was in Alice Smith.
charge of the register. 9:07—Margaret Shuffett,
RabearsadDbmar - - - Euldele Robinson, ' Mabel
The wedding party andtheir Rogers, Virginia Jones/.
families were graciouslly 9:14 p za bet h
hosted with a rehearsal dinner Shismeyer, Suepaitello, Vicki
at the Coldnial House Nance.
Smorgasbord by the groom's '9:21 74' Nell Roach,
parents, Mr. VW Mrs. Henry Catherine Garrott, Mary Jane
WWoughby on Friday evening Key, Carita Lamb.
prior to the wedding. 0:28 — Beverly Spann,
The bride was honored with ' Nancy Fandrich, Della
showers by Mrs. Nuel McNutt, Boggess, Emma Lou Story.
Mrs. Eva Henry, Mrs. Joe Championship flight,
McCeistion, and Mr*. Alfred number one tee, 9:35 a.m.. —
Williams, Relaities of the Veneta Sexton, Evelyn Jones,
groom, Mrs. Patsy Kemp, of Carolyn Caldwell, Essie
Paris, Term., sister of the Caldwell.
bride's mother, and the 9:42 — Carol Hibbard,
bridesmaids and maid of Jerlene Sullivan, Betty Jo
honor. Purdom, Frances Hulse.
Debbie Darneii'Leads Program
At Meeting; Officers Elected
The Ruth Warren Group tat
the sir:irking Spring Baptist
Church Women held its
regular June meeting at the
church. - -
Debbie Darnell was In
charge of the program on
"Being Totally Committed"
and Jane Stations led in the
prayer calendar
Each one .present shared
with the group what her secret
pal had done for her thus far
this year., Each member was
urged to attend WMU Day on
July 1 at Jonathan Creek.
A Ridgecrest fund was
taken for the BYW's com-
munity action project this
month. Also each BYW is still
to visit the shutins.
The slate of new officers for






Bell Boyd and Wanda Walker,
mission action; Jane Stallons
and Donna Hedges, mission
study; Gracie Holland,
historian; Patsy Neale and
Marty Terry, mission sup-
ing and cooling costs substantially.
There's a lot of money you don't spend
after you buy a Butler building. And
that's what we mean by saving later.
And later. And later.
For more ml ma, us a call.
<L31, TL EfF>
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.




The group voted to send
flowers to the members of
BYW when they are in the
hospital and 'to send cards to
the children and husbands of
the members when they are in
the hospital. In case of death
Rozirers will be sent to the
BYW members and their
Immediate families and cards
will be sent in case of parent's
or 'parent's-in-law death. it
was decided that food would
be sent to a BYW when she has
had major surgery or a major
illness and the birth of a baby
If needed.
Members present were
Mary Bell Boyd, Edwina
Bucy, Carolyn Carroll, Debbie
• Darnell, Patsy • Neale, Judy
SmOtherman, Jane Stallons,




The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, July 13, at the
home of Gracie Holland with
Jane Willoughby as co-
hostess.
Thanks to the efforts of
dependable American engi-
neers, such ts the ones who
created the first gravity type
dam in 1834, many people
around the world need no
longer worry about floods.
as-1 1 
Thanks to dependable
drum created by American
scientists, freedom from
many di ea has been
found by people from all over
the world.
BOY: "A noise with dirt on
Anon.
9:49 Euvie Mitchell, Betty
Stewart, Mary Bogard.
9:56 — Phyllis Kain, Betty
Lowry, Beverly Parker.
Second flight — number one
tee, 10:03 — Patsy Miller,
Faira Alexander, Burlene
Brewer, Jeanie Morgan. •
10:1 0—Louise Lamb,
Rowena Cullom, Doris Rose,
Polly Seale.
10:17 — Edith Garrison,
Anna Mary Adams, Frances
Miller, Lou Doran.
10:25 Jean Doxee, Chris
Graham, Jennifer Crouse,
Suzy Wells.
10:'1 — Diane Villanova,
Jane i Itch, Ada Sue Roberts,
10:46 .Maiy Watson, Kitty
Fritemae,-Ruby Poole.
10:58-  Beth Belote, Norma
Frank, Betty Scott.
11:00 — Pam Mavity, Ruth
Ann Hooks, Lashlee Footer„
Freda Steely.
Beginners Flight, number
one tee, 11:07 — Pat
McReynolds, Doll Reddick,
Barbara McCui.stori.
11:14 — Cindy Ashby, Vicki
Baker, Janice Howe.
11:1S — Lorraine Maggarci,
Sharon Kelso, and Cheryl-
Farlen.
There is in alternative
to grappling with 4' x 8' sec-
tions of paneling. Plank, or
"mini-paneling", is available
from Marlite in -a wide set_
..lection of woodgrain t.
tems and designer' colors.
Plank comes in 16"
widths, ideal for one-per-
son home improvement pro-
jects. These 8'-high sections
slip right into place, guided
. by tongue-and-groove edgers.
Installation clips and adhe-
sive help cornplete , the job:
Marlite also manufactures"




Peggy. Eiillington, captain of,
Group A of the Women's
Tennis at Murray Country
Club, has released the lineup
for play on Thursday, July 8,
as follows:
Jae orn.--corine Stripling,
• Janet flousden, Shirlei
aomra, and Nancy Whitrner.
Nine a.m.—Peggy
Billington, Nancy Walston,
Janice Austin, and Patsy
Oakley.
10:30 a.m. — Rainey
Apperson, Bettye Hunter, Lois
,Keller, and Ellen Harrell.
Eleven a.m. — Betty Jo
Purdom, Breanda Marquardt,
Ann Burke, and Ann Willis.
Mrs. Billington said jf any
person is unable to attend, she








Marvin Barrow, Rt. 2,
Dover, Tn., Mrs. Lelia A.
Wesson, New Concord, Mrs.
Kitty Rodgers, Rt. 1, Box 180,
Murray, Mrs. Sue A. Chaille,
2232 S. Layton, Anderson,
Ind., Mrs. Rebecca J. Vance
and Baby Boy, RL 6, Murray,
Mrs. Phyllis Robertson, 501 S..
16th., Murray, Geral T. Suitii,
1506 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Mildred W. Shaw, Shady
Lane, Murrayf Miss Vicki L.
Kingins, 502 Elm Apt. No. 1,
Murray," Mrs. Dorotliy
Brandon, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Barbara K. Burkeen and Baby
Girl, Ill S. 12th., Murray,
Mrs. Milodean Black, Rt. 1.
, Farmington, Mrs. Betty L
Morris, 901 Johnny Robertson
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Temple
Booker, Rt. 1, Dexter, Trason
Alford, Rt. 3, Fulton, Tommy
D. Workman, 703 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Nellie M.
Nance, Gen. Del., Hazel, Mrs:
Ruth W. Henry, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Frances Kellar, 110
Riveria Cts. , Murray, Mrs.
Willie B. Hale, 912 N. 18th.,
Merray, Mrs. Eula M.
Doherty, Rt. 1, Murray,
William Lyons (expired),
Fern Terrace Idg., Murray
OSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Rainey Elkins of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
July Wedding Planned
Dr. Charles R. Conley of -Greenup announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of his daughter, Cathy
Lynn, to Dr. Burton R. Young, son of Mrs4anie W. Young of
Murray. - _ _ _
--- The future bride is e graduate of Greenup High School and.
attended Morehead Stat., University. She is Oresently eq?-
ployed by the University of Louisville School of Dentistry.
The prospective groom is a graduate of Mutray High School,
Murray State University, and a 1975 graduate of the University
of Louisville School of Dentistry. He is presently serving in the
United States Army Dental Cdrps at Fort Sam Houston, San
Antenio, Texas.
The open wedding will take place at the home of the bride-
elect's father, Dr. Conley, Greenup, on Sunday, July 18, at 2:30
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IlEARTILIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s-last. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write Heartline;1514 N. Main
St., Dayton. Ohio 45415. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies, but you
must include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Heartline: I just turned 55 years old
in June. I had to take a medical
jr-7-"YetfreMnrirrim thelnistnflite three-
,,ears agd. Before that time. I worked
7',uFider Social Security and eaineel 25,
quarters of coverage. Social Security
• has told me that I need 32 quarters of
a'overage for a retirement check. Is.
there any way that I can itet Social
Security credits without wOrking, sail
by paying Social Sewity tax_onjite
srainept-receive front interest on'my
C savings account ?-19.S.
Answer: Unforfunately,• yon cannot
pay money into Social Security without
Working. Thionly way yint-can- receive s.
Social Security benefits at age 62 is to
earn the additional quartets by
working.
To receive credit for a quarter of
work you must earn $50 in gross wages
during a regular calendar quarter. In
, 'other words, you must be paid 850 in '
--Wages during the first three months of
10 Tears Ago
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray is one of
nine lay members 'appointed to the.
Council on Public Education in Ken-
tucky by Gov. Edward T. Breathitt.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lillie
Harmon, age 95, Teresa Faye Biggs,
stillborn infant girl, Mrs. Callie
  -Jones, Mrs. Orpha Johnson, and
---Willard Gordon, age 68. 
_
Glen Chaney, Billy Hendon, Larry
-.4-4Weithart, Keith Starks, Henry Arm-
strong-,- and Stephen Spiceland,
members orthe Calloway County High
.School Chapter of the Future Farmers
IL Ecif America, and Milton Walston, ad-
are spending the week at
-Leadership Training Center, Har-
dinsburg.
, Dwayne James of the U. *Air Force,
San Antonio, Texiks, was the holiday
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rubin James.
Betty Purcell, Bobbie Garrison, Joye
4lowland, and Betty Riley had high
!averages in Ladies Summer Bowling
..League last week.
the year, the second three months, the
third three months or the fourth three-
month period.
To earn coverage if you decide ta--.
become self-employed, you must have a
self-employment net income of $400
during the year. This $400 can be
earned at any time during the year and
you will receive credit for four quarters
of coverage.
If you do not earn thee-quarters of
coverage by working, the money you
have already, paid into Social Security
Tg -1b3t" 11611-y0n -ranttnt -COttee' t - arty --
benefits. •
Got question about your Medicare
benefits? Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare" is a great place to look for
answers. For your copy, send 81.50 and
your name and address to Heartline's
"Guide to Medicare," 8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Heartline: Who is eligible for
CHAMPVA?-K.R.
Answer: The Civilian Health and
Medical Program of the Veterans
Administration (CHAMPVA) is
available to the spouse or child of a
veteran who has a total disability,
permanent in nature, resulting from
service-connected cause, or to the
surviving spouse or child of a veteran





The Foutth Of July observance in the
area was dampened by the drowning of
two persons in Kentucky Lake. They
were _Cecil Kimbrew, age 16, of
Madisonville at Cherokee State Park,
and Sgt. Edgar W. Britt of Fort Camp-
bell in the Blood Ftiver area. -
Work on air cqnditioning in the
reference room of the Murray State
College ljbrary is underway at the
present time.
Miss Ruby Simpson, head of the home
economics department at Murray State
College, will be the principal leader in
the Home Economics Curriculum
Workshop in Baton Rouge, La., July 11-
13.
Tommy Lyons pitched a no-hitter
July 3 in a Murray Little League
baseball game. - --
James Ray Crouch of Lynn Grove is a
second year law student at the
University of Kansas-, Lawrence.
The Murray Ledger & Times_ .
The Murray Ledger 8 Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days July 4 Christmas Day New-Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Miirray
Newspapers Inc 103 N 4th St Murriew
Ky 42071
a
Second Class Postage Paid Of Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by comers 52 25 per month, payable in
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton Hardin Mayfield. Sedalia
and Farmington. Ky arid Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn. $15.00
per year By moil to other destinations,
$30 00 per year •
Member of Associated Press Ken-




Right Here Under Our Noses
By M. C. Garrott -
You can range far and wide in these •
parts and you won't come up with two
more entertaining evenings than you'll
We by catching "Twilight Cabaret
'76" at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park and the Lakeside Singers at one of
three area parks where they perform.
We have made them both within the
last week, and I can't recall two more
-delightful evenings of bright,
refreshing entertainment. I en-
thusiastically endorse them both if you
have out-of-town guests whom you wish
to entertain, or if you just plain want to
get-away-from-it-all for a feWhours. -
Both casts are made up of Murray
State students or graduates, and they
present two different types of
programs. "Twilight Cabaret '76" is a
musical made up of comedy, skits and
songs, while the Lakeside Singers do
just that - sing and make spirited
music.
++++++
- "Twilight Cabaret '76" is produced
by the Department of Speech and
Theatre at Murray State in conjunction
with the Kentucky Department of
Parks. There are 10 membersAn its
cast, five boys and five girls, and a
piano player, Jim Wright, a sophomore
from Cahokia, Ill., who bangs it out for.
an hour and a half with hardly a letup.
Perhaps you know some of the cast:
Mark Atha, a seiner from Frankforti-
Francie Beard, senior, Paducah; Jane
Brewer, a graduate student from
Dyersburg, Tenn.; senior Wayne
Britton of Mansfield, Ohio.; and Mike
Crisp, a junior from Huntsville, Ala.
Also Patty Gary, a junior from
Cannel, Ind.; Davis Henderson, a
graduate student from Water Valley;
senior Anthony Hunter, Hopkin.sville;
Jana Jones, a junior from Murray, and
Jackie Smith, a senior from -Peter-
sburg, Ill.
They give everything they have every
night except Mondays in putting on a
fine show for the park visitors. It runs
through August 8. They made their own
props and each night they get to the old
bathhouse at the old beach area in time
to set everything up, including the
canvas chairs. The state has provided
aluminum bleachers this year and
there's seating for some 250 to 300.
Show time each evening is 8:30 p. m.
There's no charge:, although the kids
do pass the hat to help defray their
transportation and other expenses.
About all they get out of knocking
themselves out night after night is the
experience of it and the satisfaction of
entertaining you.
I particularly enjoyed their "Sum-
mer Vacation" skit and the one about
the "Great Gaucho Bros. and Sisters."
Their songs include "Showboat,"
"McNamara's Band," "If Ever I Would
Leave You" and others of yoar
favorites.
Now for the Lakeside Singers. There
are eight of them, and on Tuesday and
Friday nights you'll find them at
Kenlake Lodge. On Wednesday and
Saturday nights they're singing in the
lobby of the lodge at Kentucky Dam
Village, and on Thursday and Sunday
nights_you can catch them at Lake
Barkley State Park 4odge. They, too,
rest on Monday nights. Their per-
formances also start at 8:30 p. m. and
are free. Their show will run through
August 15.
This year the Singers include: Jack
Crook, Murray;. Barbara Burks,
Hopkinsville; Ruth Ann Mills, Guston;
Mike Henry, Bowling Green; Kathy
Hunt, Paducah; Mark Burnette,
Let's Stay Well
Working During Pregnancy
Public attitude now favors a
S
pregnant woman continuing in
-titer job and working until close
aaplier time of deli very.if she feels
can do so Not many years
ago. tosuchip t pVaclice was
frowned in the United
Slates
When a pregnancy is norrnal,
modern medicine has (and no
harm to women or their babies
,....fmrn continuing routine work.
Physicians generally advise
moderate exerebte and activity
as needed and beneficial during
- pregnancy Such habits promote
F• good muscle lone and help
. mothers to view pregnancy as a
normal experience. thus reduc
ing a tendency to anxiety and
tetanal when carrying a baby
.5" Economic stress has long
the poor to wort when
.in sane societies it has
By F J.I. Blasingame. M.D.
to go to her simple home and
deliver her child without the aid
of any other person, cleaned her-
self arid hey child lid returned
to the field to work the re-
mainder of the day.
The enlarging uterus often
begun to "show" in the lower ab-
domen diming the fifth month,
gradually becoming more pro-
minent through the ninth month.
As the abdomen prrirudes the
mother's lumbar spine curves
forward to assist m balancing
her body load. Iler feet and legs
may show mild to moderate
swelling. If she is careful to
avoid aviitht gain bernd IS
pounds. physical stress l's
reduced
Well-designed.com fort a bee
maternity clothes help the preg-
nant woman to feel less con-
spicuous These have helped
_Arseligeoe I.that, amvint..-klevon VC* 2/1:14 Para*,
4 women continue their usuai
, 
frorif orcameras ano to Cominue
duties Pearl Bucks "The Good regularly on ier thow. PVPS5law
5 Earth." a novel about life in info the ihillkitienth of her preg-
- China years ago, told of a nanry
woman who left her field work in 1974. the U.S Supreme Court
ruled that mandatory maternity
leaves violate the due prooess
clause of the 14th Amendment to
the Constitution and the right to
privacy guaranteed under the
Bill of Rights. A pregnant
woman may now work as long
as she likes, if she has the con-
sent of her physician.
These attitudes by mothers
and society represent
wholesome developments.
Q Mc R M. K. writes that she
cannot tolerate alcoholic drinks
now as well as she could earlier.
She asks if some medical
reasons may amount for the
effects, such as becoming an
alcoholic.
A One explanation could be
that your drinks may he
stronger_ Have you changed bar-
tenders? In part, the affects girth-
a/ ere related to the actual
-*AiMatifUOY
Drinking on an empty
stomach encourages rapid ab-
sorption and more symptoms
lams- amounts of aiodsol ars
Blasing
tolerated when consumed with
foods because it reaches the
blood stream Inore slowly. When
.a person has a low red blood
could' (anemia) or a lowered
metabolism, ethyl alcohol may
produce greater effects
Your story does not mean that
you have become an alcoholic.
but you should discuss your case
with your physician You may
find that you will have to change
the kind of alcoholic drinks or
even discontinue them.
Q Mrs. B. 13 asks if it is error
ate that breast feeding of a bats
after hirth serves to prevent
.A Breast feeding teems the
chances of pregnancy after
delivery but a not a dependable
contraceptive. Breast feeding
was the okl-fashioned method
'IWO to teener ihe Mull/oar .4
conception. It • better to consult
your physician about a vaginal
diaphragm or some other con-
traceptive method
Pasant!: Nett Miller, Hawesville; and
Linda Reeder, Henderaon. • -
Their performances are provided by
the Kentucuky Department of Parks
and include a variety of music - songs
and instrumental. They're just great.
That's all there is to it. I've seen St.
Louis' Municipal Opera many times
and never enjoyed anything more than
I did the Lakeside Singers' hour-long
show last Friday night at Kenlake.
+++.+++
They do a great take-off on Lawrence
Welk with Mike Henry Waving the
baton ,,and „counting off the "one-and-
two-and-three" Of Lawrence.
Another rib-tickling novelty number is
their "I Arn My Ovm Grandpa," as well
as "Momma Don't 'Low No -Music
Played in Here." Kathy Hunt and Mike
Henry take turns at the piano but oc-
casionally jump in with the rest to set
your foot to tapping with their banjos,
violins, electric guitar, guitars and
clarinets.Their talent will amaze you.
Apparently a lot of Murray folks are
catching their performances as well as
the tourists. The night we heard them at
Kenlake I noticed in the standing-room-
only crowd: Annay MarynndClaiburne
Adams, Katie Outland, Hut and Jenny
Hutson, Doug and Marie Wallace,
Gingles and Juliette Wallis, Jack and
Alma Gardner, Nell Outland, John and
Mary Jo Bartholomy, Joe and Jane
Prince, Dr. and Mrs. Curris and Dr.
CIIITtS' mother, Mrs. William Curris of
Lexington, Prentice and Mary Lou
Lassiter and Sid and Melissa Ea,sley.
There were others, I'm sure, whom I
missed, but I'm confident any of them
will bear me out on what I've told you
about theme great young entertainers. U






















United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE AMNr:STY LOBBY
The U.S. public hasn't beard much
from tile amnesty lobby for some time,
but it is likely to hear a great deal as the
presidential election campaign begins
in earnest. .
U.S. Rep. John Ashbrook reports that
the American Left is "revving up for an
all-out drive to bring unconditional
amnesty into the 1976 political cam-
Paign."
According to Congressman Ash-
brook, Amnesty Update, the leading
pro-amnesty organization, recently
aut/ined -a pnlitli-zil-acticia...plan. Los
unconditional amnesty and recon-
struction aid fnr Communist Vietnam.
In a speech in Congress June 2, Rep.
Ashbrook called the American Civil
Liberties Union, Americ6n Friends
Service Committee, Episcopal Peace
Fellowship, National Lawyers Guild,
War Resisters League, American
Deserters Corriltittee, Sweden, and
Toronto American Exile Group.
Unquestionably, the amnesty lobby
will try to put across the notion that the
U. S. government should be
"generous." It should be understood,
therefore, that the United States always
has been very generous with authentic
pacifists who base their actions on
religious grounds. For decades, the
United States has made provision for
conscientious objectars. But the war
resisters and deserters of the Vietnam
era weren't authentic pacifists. They
simply opposed fighting the communist
regime in Hanoi.
The amnesty lobby wants the next
President of the United States to grant
,blanket amnesty to anyone who refused
to serve in the armed forces during the
Vietnam War, or who deserted.
The United States already Kis been
extraordinarily generous in its
HARRIGAN
1
clemency offer to those who refused to
perform their military duties. It would
be unconscionable to extend blanket
amnesty to those who refused to fight
for their country, who fled abroad, or
who deserted from the armed services.
Amnesty, in other words, is an insult to
every citizen who served his country in
Vietnam.
Congressman Ashbrook rightly said
that "While some compromise is
always a part of the legislative and
executive decision process, some
matters of principle should never be the
subject of any compromise, and the
concept of total amnesty is one of those
which should be categorically rejec-
ted."
Nothing Could be more true. The
future security of this country &Rends,
on a citizenry aware of its obligation to
defend the nation, and ready to do so.
nation that does not impose such a
requirement oh its citizenry, and that
does not uphold the principle of service,
is unworthy of nationhood. Indeed, a
country that doesn't hold its citizenry to
this duty is unlikely to last very long. .
Congressman Ashbrook said in his 
speech
-
 that all Americans should find
out where the presidential and _-
congressional -CaricifiGites stand on this
vital issue. This is, indeed, an issue on
which it is tremendously impustant for
he voters to be fully informed-__:_
:-:-"-1--
11ible Thought
For 1 came down from heaven,
oat to do mine own will, but the
will of him that sent me. John 6:38.
How few of us can say that
every day, in every way, we- seek - —
always to do only the will of the
Almighty.
SAVE WITH SECURITY
Security Federal Savings & Loan Association, is Federally insiituted, but totally
home owned by your friends and neighbors! When you save locally, the money
'is used locally for building and buying honies. •




















81,000 00 Annum on all certificates of deposit 9
_ • .
A substantial interest penalty is require-d4or
early withdrawal of certificates of deposit.
• COMPOUND INTEREST DAILY • LOW - MINIMUM
DEPOSITS • WE PAY FROM DATE OF DEPOSIT TO DAY
OF WITHDRAWAL, SO YOU MAY REIAIZE MAXIMUM
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Edward Massie A Legend In
His Native Spencer County
near Georgetown, moved to a
farm near _Little Mount in
Spencer County in his adult
life. He married Martha Coots
in 1838 and was the father of 12
children.
Massie ,was elected to the
Kentucky legislature in 1859
as a representative just as the
Civil War was about to erupt
and served through 1860.
Mrs. Mary Charles Stout, a
Spencer County native now Th
living in Louisville,' 
sod_ e crowd opened fire .on
Civil War years. The diary has
By THOMAS S. WATSON been microfilmed by the
Associated Press Writer Southern Baptist Theological
TAYLORSVILLE, Ky. (AP) Seminary at Louisville. -
— Edward Dirnaby Massie is The family owns li verion of
legend in his native Spencer Massie's death by . Israel
County. He is known as the Shepherd Massie, the son of
man who cast the deciding Edward Massie, which says
vote which kept Kentucky he was "murdered in cold
officially neutral during the blood at home by a band of
Civil War. guerrillas under the command
Massie, Aorn July 25 18Ir-- of Ben Froman."
Hungerford's dairy and
other sources say Massie was
surprised by the guerrillas
who shot him in the orchard
near his house as his small
children were clinging to him,
begging that his lire be spared.
"The force of guerrillas)
consisted of 18 men," the
family version says, "led by
Ben Froman and Lieutenants.
Flowers and Henry I. Parker.
Massie who received four
wounds; one in the hand,
another through the right side
and one each, in the leg above
the knees."
The family source said the
slaying of Massie was the
result of :'a plot . . .
deliberately planned and
Froman avid his band brought
into the neighborhood to
commit the deed by bitter
secession enemies of Mr.
Massie."
Fromao was a. known
Confederate guerrilla whose
base of operations was in
neighboring Nelson County..
There are other versions of
Massie's death, including a
rare one which credits the
murder to outlaw Frank
James, but the family version




AGELESS COUPLE ELOPES — Amsey Sheffield, 94, and Mrs. Nannie S. Gurley, 73, s
hare
a piec7,1 cake at the Highland House Nursing Home in Columbus, Ga. The staff and
other residents at the hcme thought the couple went out for an afternoon stroll, b
ut






















ather—was . opposed L0--...
tecession by Kentucky. _
'Family legend is that
dasaie played a key role in
ielping_ Ken4icky from
oining otiier secessioniSt-
tates, driven by the hope that
uchia position would prevent"
var from sweeping o,,.>avr'his
iative land.. .
. Massie becanii a home




Versions of Massie's death
kt. 10, 1864 in Rev. B.F.
iungerford's diary, the
Spencer County Salutes The
esquicentennial" publication
,nd family historical in
ormation -in hirS., Stout's
ossession -are very 'similar.
tev. Hungerford was a
ravelling Bapttst minister
rho kept a diary during the
..-
dARILLONNEUIE —
CHICAGO (AP) — Before.
lobert Lodine site down to play
it the keyboard, he climbs 1St .
dep. or 235 steps, depending on
wbether he's in St. Chrysostren
;:•iscopal Church or in Rock-
teller Chapel at the University
if Chicago.
Lodine la a parillonneur and
resident of the Guild of Caril-
onneurs in America. He is also
rcfesisor of organ at the Arner-
can Conservatory of Music;
arillonneur, organist and
boirmaster at St. Chrysos-
om's; . and oarillonneur at
tockefeller Chapel.
There are but 156 true caril-
ons in the nation, he says, the
argest of them a 40,806-pound
pet of belluin Riverside akirdi
n New York.
=-*:= =-.= =:2: =:= =4. =6".`iii.= =:=:::. =".=-'=:m 
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. DISCOUNT DRUG CE-NTE
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Red Sox BegInning To
Make Chase At Yanks
By HERSOIEL NISSENSON
_A-P Sports Writer
-in 1967, the Boston Red Sox
pulled off "The Impossible
Dream:"
1976-, would you believe
"The Possible Dream?"
"We had a lot of hits today
and that's what we need to get
going," outfielder Rick _Miller
said Monday after the'Red Sox
appecl out'. -II hits and
trounced the thicago White
Sox U-2 to climb into a second-
place tie with the Cleveland
Indians in the American
League East. Now we can
zoom to the top. If the Yankees
lose 10 and we win 10, we're
there. ,That's wishful thinking
maybe, but that's the way we
have to think."
If the Yankees lose 10 and
&islet etiiiS TO, the Red' Sox
will actually .be one game in
front. They trail by nine since
New York dropped a 2-I
squeaker to the Kansas
RoyaLs. --
Elsewhere, the Texa
Rangers rallied to beat the
Detroit Tigers 8-6, the
California Angels whipped the
Indians 8-1, the Oakland A's
downed the Baltimore Orioles
Del Purcell and Kathy Outland upbended their op-
poients Monday jit-iiecolne the new men and women's
 sirilles champions of the, amnial Fourth-of iiirrepuit--
Tournament ---
Del Purcell defeated number one seed Eddie Hunt 6-3,8-
4 tq. gain his new title and the Bill Cutchin Memorial Cup
for one year. The singles champion must win three years
[iii row to retain the Memorial cuppermanently.
Purcell defeated Steve Payne 6-3, 6-1 to gain a berth in
the finals while Hunt reached the finida yip a default by
Ron Underwood.
Although the traveling cup found a new home in the,
men's singles, the Betty Purcell Memorial cup stays with
the Outlands.
This time, instead of last year's champ Sue, daughter
Kathy is the new owner of the cup, defeating Candy
Jackson in the final match 6-2, 6-3.
In the Class B singles finals, Brad Boone defeated Dale
Chadwick 6-4, 7-5 in the men's division, while Karen Ben-
nett defeated Gay Orem 24, 7-5, 6-4 in the women's
division.
In the men's class C, Sam Rankin won over. Charles
Brandon 6-3, 6-4.
Eddie Hunt and Bennie Purcell won die men's doubles
for the third year in a row. The unbeatable duo defeated
Del Purcell and Hal Houston 74,6-3.
In the women's doubles, Kathy Outland teamed with Jill
Austin to win over Sue Outland and Lanette Hunt 0-6, 6-0,
6-2.
Eddie Hunt and Sue Outland repeated as mixed doubles
champions, winning 6-2, 6-7, 7-5 over Kathy -aad- Stan
Outland.
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fLir Sanitone Orycleaning floats out all thert makes your whites - simply DAZ-ING! Your colors PAZZAZING!
and. wait 'til you put them on (Beautiful)
With Sanitone your clothes feel good, corn
tr.::blcr, and free (spot free, wrinkle free.free - because we do the little repairs.
Sic before they become big repairs.)
#
n't it time your clothes look and feel likeI
i
w Join the Americans who trust Sanitone
Th their best andlhen come back with their
hole wardrobe because We Keep
meric.ans Beautiful (and you shouldn't
ifttle for less)'
4-.1 -and the haviulree
Brewers nipped the Minnesota
Twins 3-2.
Rookie Butch Hobson and
Cecil ...Cooper drove in three
runs apiece and Luis Tiant
scattered 11 hits for his 10th
victory as the Red Sox won for
the sixth time in their last
eight games and reached the
.500 mark (37-37) for the first
time since April 29. •
• Ho6son, called * from the
-Minors last week, hit .a
sacrifice fly in the fifth and
singled home, two runs in the
sixth. Cooper delivered a
sacrifice fly in the third and a
bases-loaded single in the
eighth.
Royals 2, Yankees 1
The _Royals scored both
their runs witli two out in the
first inning on-George Brett's
double and singles by John
Mayberry, Hal McRae and Al
Cowens. Paul Splittorff posted
his sixth consecutive victory
from throe relievers,
s Incruding Steve Mingori, who
put down a bases-loaded, one-
out threat in the ninth.
The Yankees played the
game under protest. In the
ninth inning, Kansas City
center fitifier-Ainos Otis in-
jured his toulder trying to
make a diviirig"catch and was
replaced by. McRae, the
designated hitter. Yankee
Manager Billy Martin cited an
American League rule
specifying that any substitute
other than a pitcher is only
allowed five warm-up throws.
Umpire Lou DiMuro, the crew
chief, agreed with Martin that
McRae took more than five
although DiMiu-o tried to stop
him.
Rangers 8, Tigers 6
Tom Grieve's bases-loaded
single keyed a four-run
seventh-inning rally _that
brought the Rangers to vic-
tory after they blew an early 4-
0 lead. Five Rangers hit safely
in the seventh, including Gene
Chnes, who had four hits-, and
Jeff Burroughs, who cracked
a pair of doubles. Grieve's
two-run shot carne between
run-scoring singles by Mike
Ha, g u. e and Lenny Randle.
Burroughs opened the
scoring with a bases-loaded
double in the first inning as
Texas remained 31/2 games
behind Kansas City in the AL
West.
Angels 8, Indians 1
Dave Chalk and Andy
Etchebarren drove in three
, runs apeice and Gary Ross
pitched a five-hitter as the
Angels defeated the Indians
for the fifth time in a row.
They backed Ross with a 15-hit
 attack-7 their highest output of
the season, against 10-game
winner Pat Dobson and two
relievers. Dobson was kayoed
in California's five-run third
as the Indians suffered their
fourth straight loss.
A's 4, Orioles 1
Phil Garner's 'three-run
homer and 2 2-3 innings of
scoreless relief pitching by
Rollie Fingers paced
Oakland's victory. The A's got
.611 their runs in the fifth inning
- against Rudy May on a walk,
an error, Garner's homer, a
double by Bill North and a
single by Bert Carnpaneris.
Fingers struck out Terry
Crowley with the bases loaded
in the seventh and went on to
preserve Mike Torres' first
triumph since.May 31.
- Brewers 3, Twins 2
Milwaukee used a pair of
errors by Minnesota first
baseman Rod Carew to score
three unearned runs in the
seventh inning and Bill 
frinvers-seattered seven hits
for his ninth victory. Gorman
Thomas opened the seventh
with a walk and
Carew mishandled Jack
Heidemann's bunt. Art
Kusnyer also bunted but
Carew's throw to third, in
plenty of time to force
Thomas, was wild, allowing
both runners to score.
Kusnyei eventually tallied
what proved to be the winning
run on Robin Yount's single, a
walk to Don Money and Hank
Aaron's checked-swing
grounder.
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Dave Hill, who has won nearly
$1 million on the pro golf tour,
says he's more interested in
having fun than winning
tournaments.
j3ut don't misunderstand -
he thinks winning is plenty of
Johnny Jacobs and Ed
Sneed threatened --to spoil
Hill's July 4th holiday Sunday,
but the veteran from Denver
held en to win the $130,000
Greater Milteaukee Open Golf
Tournament.
His steady three-under-par
69 on the final round gave him
a 270 total, 18 under par for 72
holes at the 7,010-yard
Tucka way Country -Club
course.
Jacobs, despite an erratic
putter, finished with three
successive birdies and a
clbsing 67 for second place at
273.
Sneed, the 1974 winner here,
shot a closing 70 to tie at 276
with 1971 GMO champion
-Dave Eichelberger, whose 63
Sunday tied the competitive
course record set in the second
round of the 1973 GMO by
eventual champion Dave
Stockton.
. "It's always a thrill to win,
but winning is not one of my
goals in life," said Hill. "It's
alvniys enjoyable, but it's not
first on my agenda.
Hill's 13th tournament
victory in 18 years on the tour
earned a $26,000 check. He has
won $70,195 this year and
$992,429 in his career, 12th on
the all-time list.
Hill began the day 15 under
at 201, four strokes ahead of
Homero Blancas and five
ahead of Sneed,. Jacobs and
young Fuzzy Zoeller. The only
challenges Sunday were mild
ones.
He pulled five strokes ahead
of Jacobs and Sneed with a
birdie on the par-five 12th
hole. He bogeyed No. 13, while
Sneed birdied 12 and 13 to
close to with three strokes at
13 under. However, Hill went
17 under again with a birdie on
the pan-three 14th, while
Sneed bogeyed 15. Hill clin-
ched the victory with a dirdie
on his final hole.
Jacobs said he "started my
birdies a little late," and
realized his closing run of
three straight woUldn't be
enough to win.
Jacobs said Hill had
compounded difficulties for
the challengers by attacking
 the holes on his final round,
rather than playing con-
,-
servatively.
Blancas (inshed with a 73
and was tied for fifth at 278
with Bob E. Smith. Andy
North was a stroke behind,
tied with Howard Twitty,
Gibby Gilbert, Joe Porter and
NEW YORK (AP) - Rookie
sensation Mark "the Bird"
Fidrych and five-time 20-
game winner Catfish -Hunter
head the American League's
nine-man All-Star pitching
staff, announced today by
Boston Red Sox. Manager
Darrell Johnson.
Johnson, manager of the
American Leaguers for the
.47th All-Star Game July 13 at
Philadelphia, hopes his staff
of five starters and four
relievers can reverse the
trend that has carried the
National Leaguers to victory
in 12 of the last 13 midseason
games, including last year's 6-
3 triumph.
Four of the nine hurlers are
11I-Stars for the first time,
including Fidrych, the ex-
citing non-comformist of the
Detroit Tigers, whose crowd-




Tarborough roared into the
No. 2 spot in this year's
National Association of Stock
Car Auto racing earnings
competition with litriTifctory in
the Firecracker 400 here.
Yarborough, with $169,080 to
his credit, edged out Richard
Petty and was pushing David
Pearson tor the lead in the
earnings sweepstakes.
Pearson has won $179,690,
including his second-place
money in Sunday's
Firecracker 400. Petty has
won $167,715; Benny Parsons
$129,945 and Bobby Allison
$109,705.
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
WIMBLEDON, England --
Bjorn Borg became the first
Swede ever to win the men's
singles title at the Wimbledon
Tennis Championships with a
6-4, 6-2; 9-7 victory over Ilie
Nastase of Romania.
BAASTAD, Sweden - Top-
seeded Corrado Barazzutti of
Italy advanced to the second
round of the $100,000 Sweden
Open tennis championships




Italy's Paolo Bertolucci upset
No. 7 seed Ivan Molina of
Colombia 6-2, 6-7, 6-2 in first




DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. -
Al Holbert's Chevrolet
averaged 111.692 miles an
hour as he won Saturday's
Paur Revere 250-mile road
race at Daytona International
Speedway by two miles over
George Dyer. Cale Yar-
borough broke away from
David Pearson to win Sun-
day's $170,000 Firecracker 400
stock car race.
LE CASTELI ET, Franov.-.7„
Eintainls-Jentewfientrtirivinn-
a McLaren, won the 62nd
French Grand taking the
checkered flag ahead of































Twittrs-65- was the second
best round-of the ft:tali:lay.
Zoeller, second-round
leader: at 12-under 132,
banoned to a final round 79
and finished at 285.
to the ball and getting down on
his hands and knees to smooth
out the pitching mound. lie
leads the regular AL pitchers
with a 1.85 earned run average
and has a 9-1 record. The other
All-Star newcomers are AL
strikeout leader Frank
Tanana of the California
Angels, Bill Travers of the
Milwaukee Brewers and relief
ace Dave LaRoche of the
Cleve/and Indians.
Conipleting the -staff are
Boston's 'Lunt 'Plant, selected
for the third time, Oakland's
Rollie Fingers, also for the
third time, and second-timers
Rich Gossage of the Chicago
White Sox and Sparky Lyle of
the Yankees.
The veteran of the staff is
Ranter, the New York
Yankees ace right-hander,
who has been named for the
eighth time - six times while
he was with the Oakland A's.
Hunter has appeared in five
All-Star Games. He was
tagged for two of the three
runs the National League
scored in the ninth inning last
year, when it broke a 3-3 tie
and sent Hunter to his second
all-Star loss. He was the loser
in the 1967 game.
The regular starters include
Hunter, 10-7; Tiant, 10-5;
Tanana, 10-5; Travers, 9-6,
and Fidrych. Tanana and
Travers are the left-handed
hurlers among the group.
Tiant's two appearances on
the AL All-Star staff both have
resulted in losses, in 1968 when
he was with Cleveland and in
1974 when he was with Boston.
The relievers on the squad
are left-handers Lyle and La-
MONTREAL (AP) -
Eleven days before the
opening of the 21st Olympiad,
part 131 the eastend Games site
appears far from ready as
trucks and bulldozers con-
tinued to circulate within the
fenced-in area.
With the Olympics due to
(lien July 17, hundreds of
athletes and journalists froin
around the world already have
arrived to inspect the site,
only to be treated to an array
of barriers and barbed wire.
But workmen on the site
were confident Monday the
job would be completed on
time and some complained
that the press has not given




Fingers and Gossage, who has
aubled at a starter and
reliever this season. .
Lyle tops the relievers with
16 saves, while Fingers has 11
and LaRoche has 10.
Johnson said he hasn't made
up his mind yet on which
pitchers will get into the
game, and in what order.
Record Purse
TALLADEGA, Ala, (AP; -
A record $201,045 purse has
been set for the Aug. 8 running
of the Talladega 500 Winston




said the purse is 28.8 per cent
larger than last year's total
Prize money - $156,070.
BOWLING
WS ANGELES - Earl
Anthony, averaging 218, held





workers were putting the last
pieces of copper in place on
the stadium roof, while within
the stadiutn, electricians were
completing the installation of
lighting.
The first delegation of
foreign athletes was officially
welcomed to the Olympic
village Sunday in a simple
ceremony presided (Ayer by
the village mayor, Yvan
Dubois.
Dubois addressed about 50
Hungarian athletes through
an interpreterj before
presenting a key athe village
to delegation head Fanos
Fader.
The Hungarian national
anthem was played as the'
country's red, white and green
flag was raised on one of the
115 flagpoles provided for
participatiag nations.
Fifteen :goers involved in
torch-bearing . ceremonies to
open the (ones staged a one-
-boar dress rehearsal during
the weekend, starting at the
foot of the cross on Mount
Royal, the extinct volcano
preserved as a park' which
dominates Montreal.
Olympic organizers said the
. test-run went without a hitch
as each runner ran one
.kilometer With the Olympic
flame, carrying it finally into
the empty, cavernous
stadium.
"There'll be 70,000 people
here on July IZ, so things will
be a little more dramatic
then," said one official.
Murray Club To
Hold Net Tourney
A two day nite-owl mixed
doubles tennis tournament
will be held at the Murray
Country Club on Thursday and
Friday, July 8th and 9th.
Starting time will be 5:45 p.m.
'First round and second'
round matches will be held on
Thursday with semi-final and
final matches concluding on
Friday. A consolation bracket
will be held also.
All matches in the tour-
nament will be pro seta and a
elltrioIation bracket win be
held. Additional information
may be obtained by calling
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hold on the Philadelphia
Phillies would seem to be a
witch doctor's ; delight, but
Dave Cash has a very earthly
explanation for it.
"The big secret is hi.sabMty
to stay ahead on the count
against us," says the Phillies'
second baseman.
Keeping one pitch - and one
step - ahead of Philadelphia
has been Hooton's forte. The
Los Angeles Dodger right-
hander has beaten the Phillies
seven straight times since 1974
- including Monday night's 6-
0-beauty,
Hooton, who once pitched a
no-hitter against the Phillies
while a member of the
Chicago Cubs, allowed merelr
-a single and double MOnday
night - both to Garry Mad-
dox.
The performance em-
barrassed the Phillies before a
croled of 60,942 at Veterans
Stadium - the largest ever to
see them at home - and a
national television audience.
"I guess he figures he can do
it everytime he goes out there
against us," said a resigned
Cash.
In the other National
League games, the Cincinnati
Reds routed the Montreal
Expos 11-2; the Atlanta
Braves stopped the Pittsburgh
Pirates 8-6; the Chicago Cuba
nipped the San Diego Padres
1-0; the San Francisco Mental
outscored the St. Louis Car-
dinals 6-4 and the Houston
Astros checked the New York.
Mets 7-3.
Hooton, who earned his
sixth victory and first since
June 9, when he beat the
Phillies in Los Angeles, got
hitting support from Steve
Garvey and Bill Russell, each
with a solo homer. Russell
also singled,. home the
Dodgers' third run.
Los Angeles took a 1-0 lead
against Jim Lonborg, the
Phillies 10-game winner who
suffered his fifth loss. With
two out in the first inning,
Garvey hit his seventh homer
of the season. In the second,
Russell led off with a home
run, his fourth of 1976. The
Dodgers made it 3-0 in the
fourth when Reggie Smith
blasted a one-out triple and
raced home on Rtivsell's
single, giving Hooton all the
runs he needed to tame the
Phillies.
-Reds 11, Expos 2
Aoe Morgan drove in five
runs, four on a grand slam
home run, and Jack
Billingham pitched an eight-
hitter as Cincinnati Walloped
Montreal, Billingham, 6-6,
walked two and struck out six
in picking up his first victory
in two decisions against
Montreal this year.
The only runs off Billingham
came on Pete Mackanin's
leadoff homer in the fifth and
Andre Thornton's homer
leading off the seventh.
The Reds scored five runs
on just one hit, Morgan's
grand slam, in the sixth In-
ning, to turn the game into a
rout as they rocked five
Montreal pitchers.
Braves 8, Pirates $
Darrell Chaney capped a
seven-run eighth inning with a
three-run triple, helping
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A crowd e1-48#497,- drawn
partly by the prospect of a
giant fireworks display af-
terwards, saw Atlanta break a
seven-game losing streak to
the Pirates, who had not lost to
the Braves this season.
Atlanta wiped out a 6-1 Pirate
lead with their rally.
-I've seen a lot of
comebacks in my life," said
Chaney, "but this one has to
be the best."
Cub.!, Padres 0
Steve Renko and Joe
Coleman combined for a
three-hitter and Chicago
scored an unearned run in the
sixth inning to beat San Diego.
Brent Strom was the victim of
poor defensive work by his
San Diego teammates when
the Cubs broke a scoreissa tie
Two of the three hits allowed
by Renko, 3-4, who left after
seven innings, were infield
calls. Strom, 8-8, has been the
victim of shutouts in four of
his last eight starts.
Giants 6, Cardinals 4
Bobby Murcer smashed a
double leading off the eighth
inning and eventually scored
on a double play to snap a 4-4
tie and help San Francisco
beat St. Louis. Murcer's hit,
his third of the game, came off
St. Louis right-hander Harry
Rasmussen, 3-7, and helped
San Francisco left-hander
Gary Lavelle to hls third
victory against four losses.
Astros 7, Meta 3
Bob Watson's two-run
homer ignited 1 ilx-run
Houston fourth inning, leading
the Astros over New York.
Houston right-hander Joe
Niekro, 4-7, scattered seven
hits over the first 6 2-3 innings
before retiring in favor of
reliever Ken Forsch.
SPORTS
Equal Pay Or No Play So Say




(AP) - Chris Evert WAS a
winner and Billie Jean King a
loser in the 1976 Wimbledon
tennis championships, but
both say they're willing to tear
down the house where they
won their greatest glory
unless they can get equal prize
money for women.
Ms. King is the past
president of ,the Women's
Tennis, Association, the
players group-now headed by
Miss Evert. They have
brought women's lib, as ivell
as_wornen's lobe, to the famed
Wimbledon center court. -
But, speaking for their
organization, they say they'll
boycott the world's biggest
tournament unless the prize
money is split equally between
the sexes.
The women thus pose the
biggest threat to Wimbledon
since 1973, when most of the
top male professionals staged
a boycott.
Miss Evert was the biggest
winner in the 1976 tournament,
which ended Saturday. She
dete,ateci Evonne Goolagong_
Cawley of Australia 6-3, 4-8, 8-
6 to capture the singles title,
then teamed with Martina
Navratilova, the former Czech
ace now living in the United
States, to win the women's
doubles crown 6-1, 3-6, 7-5
from Ms. King and Betty
Stove of The Netherlands,-
Baseball Results
PARK LEAGUE
In the first game, played
Friday, the Pirates had
consistent hitting to beat the
Reds 21-18.
David Cunningham hit a
homer and a double while
teammates Jones and Kon-
dratko had a triple. Jones,
Cavley, and Rogers all added
doubles to pace the winning,
squad.
Rogers, Cothran, Burkeen,
Curd and Workman each had
a doiuble for the losing Reds.
-• In the second game, the
twins beat the Yanks with two
five-rim innings 21-20.
Adams and Knott each had a
triple while Mark Miller,
Keith Miller, Adams, Wallace,
Ellis, Overby, Blair, Wallis,
and Chris Drew added doubles
for the winning Twins.
For the losing squad,
Thompson had , a triple while
teammates Watson, Garland,
Kelley, Hopkins, Robinson,
and Ross each had a double.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
In the first round of action,
the Pirates beat the Reds 14-4.
Kevin Richerson was the
winning pitcher with nine
strikeouts.
For the winning squad,
Andy Parks had two doubles.
David Burris was the losing
pitcher with ten strikeouts.
Robbie Marquardt and
David West each had a hit for
the Reds.
In the second round of ac-
tion, Brad Lyons fanned 14
batters for the Yanks to beat
the Twins 10-3.
David McCuLston lead the
hitting attack with a single
and a triple.
Harry Weatherly was the
losing pitcher with nine
strikeouts.
Mark Waldrop had two
singles for the Twins.
LITTLE LEAGUE
In the first game, the Cards
with their consistent hitting
attack beat the Pirates 12-4.
David De.nhem was credited
with the win fanning six
batters.
Sims, Ellis, Taylor, and
Cathey each had two hits for
the winning team.
Barry Lee was the losing
pitcher with four strikeouts.
For the Pirates, Marshall
had three hits while teammate
Darnell added two hits.
Don Hargrove fanned 12
batters for the Yanks to beat
the Astros 7-1.
Santagado and Hargrove
each lid three hits while
teammates Rutherford end
Boggess added two hits apiece
for the Yanks. • '
Percy Abell was credited
with the loss with four
strikeouts.
Smith and Blivin each had
three hits for the losing
Astros.
Bjorn Borg, Sweden's 20-
year-old sensation, used all his
devastating power to beat Me
Nastase of Rignianta in the
men's final 6-4, 6-2, 9-7.
Despite taking pain-killing
injections before each match
to treat a. stomach muscle
Injury, Borg swept through
the tournament without losing
a set. The last player to
dominate his opponents so
completely was Chuck
Floyd, Pate. Longshots
At British Open Tourney
record 20th Wimbledon crown,
she' lost in the semifinals of the
mixed doubles and the final of
the women's doubles.
Ms. King said she didn't
know whether she would be
back to try again for another
title, but she was adamant in
saying she would not be back
if the women don't get a better
share of the money.
4
She said Wimbledon of-
ficials had promised. her
McKinley of the United States
earlier this year that thein 1963, and Borg became the -
youngest 
man to wm women would get 80 per cent
Wimbledon singles crown in 
the men's prize money this
_year, 90 per cent in 1977 and
parity in 1978.
years.
Brian Gottfried of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. and Raul Borg got $21815 as men's
Ramirez of Mexico took the champion and Miss Evert took
men's doubles championship home 617,500 as women's
from Ross Case and Geoff tillist. The 80 per cent formula
Masters of Australia 3-8, 6-3, 11- held up.
6, 2-6, 7-5. Tony Roche of But men's third round losers
Australia and Francoise Durr _got $950 dollars and women's
of France beat Americans third round losers only $525-
Dick Stockton and Rosemary about 55 per, cent. This
Cassis in the mixed doubles__discrepancy in the lower
final 3-6, 6-2, 7-5. • . rounds has the women fighting
Ms. King, who won the mad.
women's singles title in 1975 "They keep stalling," Ms.
and announced immediately King complained. ."We've
she wouldn't defend it, was a made such an effort, but it's so





Phiia 52 13„., .693
Pitts 43 31 .573
New York 43 31t__.52.4 121/
St Louis „. 33 44 .4/9 10
Chicago, 32 46 .410 21/2
Montreal 25 46 .352 25
West
Cincinnati 49 31 .613
Los erg 44 37 .543 -51/2-
San Diego 42 38 .525 7--
Atlanta , 17 42 468 1114
Houston 37 43 463 12
San Fran 33 49 402 17
Saturday's Results
seer York 3, Chicago 2, 19 In-
nings
Philadelphia 3, Pittsburgh 2
Atlanta 4, San Francisco 0
Cincinnati 9, Houston 8
St. Louis 9, Montreal 0
Los Angeles 3, San Diego 1
Sundays Results
New York 92, Chicago 4-4
Philsdelphie 10-1, Pittsburgh
5-7
Montreal 4, St. Louis 3
Cincinnati 7, HOustitin 2
San Dispo-s-eos Angeles 2
San Francisco 3, Atlanta 2
Monday's Results
Chicago 1, San Diego 0 ,
San Francisco 6, St Lou* 4
Atlanta I. Pittsburgh 6
Cincinnati 11, Montreal 2
Los Angeles 6, Philadelphia 0
Houston 7, New York 3
Tuesday's Games
San Diego (Foster 3-4) at Chi-
cago (Stone 0-0)




Atlanta (MOSSerSmith 8-4), (n)
Cincinnati IlbOrtion 2-1) at
Montreal (Kirby 1-4), In)
New YofN (Matlack 10-2) at
Houston (Richard 7.9), (n)
San Francisco (Halicki 7-10)
at St. Louis (Eorsch 2-3), (n)
Wednesday's Games
San Diego at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, (n)
Los Angeles et Philadelphia,
(n)
Cincinnati at Montreal, (0)
San Francisco at Si. Louis,
(nu




New York' 46 28 .421
Boston 37 37 .500
Cleveland -37-37- .500
Detroitors 36 ion 11674
Milwkee -21 43 .394
West
TKeaxnasCity 47 29 .618
43 32 573
Oakland
ata 369 .44°1 1994684
Chicago 35 Al .461
California 14 48 .415
Saturday's Results
Texas 3, Chicago 0
Minnesota 2, California 0
New York 7, Cleveland 3
Detroit 4, Baltimore 0
Kansas City 7, Oakland 5
Milwaukee 6, BOXiOn 2
Sunday's Results
5.altimors.7, Detroit 4
Chicago 7-2, Texas 6-3, 1st
game 12 innings
Oakland 6, Kansas City 0
Boston 3, Milwaukee 1
California 5-5. Minnesota 3-9
New York 4, Cleveland 3-
Monday's ResultS
Kansas City 2, New Yorls..e
Boston 11, Chicago 2.
Milwaukee 3, Minnesota 2
Texas 8, Detroit 6
California 0, Cleveland 1
Oakland 4, Baltimore 1
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Bird 8-1 and
Guar 0-0) at New York (Fig,
Aieroa 9-5 and Tidrow 3-0), 2,
Owl) . .
Chicago (Brett 34) at Boston
(Jenkins 6-8)e4n)
Minnesota (Hughes 4-11) at
Milwaukee (Slaton e-e)-, fixt -
Detroit (Ruhle 5-4) at Texas
(Bacaik 0-1), (n)
Cleveland (Eckerslay 3.7) at
California (Mange 4-2), (n)
Baltimore (Palmer 10-7) at
Oakland (Mitchell 3-5), (nu
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Boston
Kansas City at New York,,
(n)
Minnesota at Milwaukee, (n)
Detroit at Texas, (nu
Cleveland at California, (n)
Baltimore at Oakland, (n)
Pct.
B1RKDALE, England (AP
- The British oddsmakers
don't think the vriruters of the
1976 Masters and U.S. Open
will take a second Big Four
title when the British Open




runaway winner of the
Masters, and Jerry Pate, the
22-year-old American -tour
rookie who won the U.S. Open,
as 25-1 longshots to take the
prestigious British Open
crown. _
- Installed as the 5-1 betting
favorite of this event, which
begins its four rounds on
Wednesday, was Jack
Nicklaus, whose 16 major
championships is the most by
any golfer ever.
Because of drought con-
ditions, the Royal Birkdale
course has been described as a
fire trap. Barrels holding 40
gallons of water surround the
course for possible use if fire
breaks out.
A grals fire sent firemen
rushing • to a blaze on the
eighth hole Monday. Smoking
already has been banned at a
nearby trade exhibition,
where thousands of dollars of




MILWAUKEE - Dave Hill
carded a steady three-under-
par 69 to better Jolinny Jacobs




Sandra Palmer edged JoAnne
Carrier and Laura Baugh by -
one stroke for the cham-





Takashi Murakami of Japan
IS% rallied with a closing, five-
under-par 67 and won an in-_
314 ternational golf tournament
V& --by three strokes over coun-
tryman Masashi" Jumbo"
16- °said.
however, should be ideal for
heavy hitters like Nicklaus,
who has won the British Open
twice - at Muirfleld, Scotland
In 1966 and at St. Andrews,
Scotland in 1970.
After Nicklaus on the
bookies'' lists are Johnny
Miller, 6-1; Hale Irwin and
1973 champion Tom Weiskopf..
each 12-1', and Gary Playpr,
14-1. Player has wen this title
three times, the lad time in
1974.
Lee Trevino, winner In 1971
and 1972, had been listed at le-
1 but was forced to withdraw
because of a nagging back
ailment that has limited his
play the last month.
Joining Pate and Floyd as
25-1 shots are Ben Crenshaw

















There is an old axiom that says, "He Who is his own
physician, has • fool for a patient." It isarsi not wise to
in to treat or cure an ailment unless you are able to
deternsine the real cause. And, only • physician has
the knowledge to diagnose a problem.
lrou can sate sickness-time, discomfort and
probably some medical bills if you immediately
consult your physician at the first symptoms of an
illness Or if you hese recurring symptoms of any
physical distress.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week






104 N. 5th hturra , .471




P.O. Sox 951. Clermont, Fla. 32711








Faulty nu tor the price ifs mote ma
Vacation Village is different. A rustic
resort of charming 4-room villas.
Set beside sky-blue Lake Louisa
In Orlando's sun country. Near
Disne/jleiitfiorld, Cypress Gardens,
World, all the fun sites.
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard, sunning patio,
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'Calloway FFA"Plans Meeting On Thursday
,rtillse Calloway County High
feliool Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America will meet
Thursday. July 8, at 7:30 p. m.
at the Agricultural Building at
bit
the high school.
All members are urged to be
present, a chapter spokesman
said.
[60NOlviv /LP
The new lcadstar Economizer is tie lowest priced diesel
mode is America. It's • solve when you buy it and it keeps
airpayksy off with depeadable performance for years to come.
'Taylor
Motors, Inc.
• _ - -
S•. 416 St. 753-1372
Ellis Johnston, right, of VVindpower Company presents
Krit Stubblefield with the trophy and check for being the
state FFA winner in Dairy Production. Stubblefield also
was named Regional Star Farmer of Kentucky FFA.
Krit Stubblefield- Is
Named For FFA Holm
Krit Stubblefield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Stubblefield of
Murray Route Five, received
- three outstanding honors at
the 47th annual state con- .
venlion of the Future Farmers
of-America held at Louisville
in June.
Stubblefield was named as
Purchase Region Star Far-
mer. He was one of ten youths
across Kentucky to be
selected. this was the second
consecutive year for a
Calloway County Mehiber to
be named Regional Star
-Far-frier. Steve McCuiston was
selected in 1775. This award is
based on Farming Programs
for the four years in the Vo-Ag
program. leadership activi-
ties in FFA, and other
esmanizations, net worth, and
investments in farming.
Stubblefield received a plaque
and a $25 savings bond for the
achievement. - -
Also at the convention
Stubblefield was . named as
state winner in pie' Dairy
Production Contest. This was
also the second straight year
for a member of the Calloway
Chapter to win the Dairy
Production contest. His entry
will enter national com-




When Can I Begin
To Receive Paiymenter -
Under Federal law, no paymeHts
can be made to you before you reach
age 591/2, unless you become per-
manently disabled. If your death
should occur sooner, funds in your
account will be paid to your named
beneficiary. You must begin to
receive payments from your ac-
count by the time you reach age
To actually receive the funds, you
simply notify us of the date you wish
payments to begin. We will supply
you witn the appropriate forms,
upon which you can elect to receive
either a lump sum or periodic an-
nunity payments.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
Stubblefield was also one of
seven members of the
_Calloway Chapter to receive
..the State Farmer Degree.
This is the highest degree in
Kentucky FFA. Only two per
cent of the state membership
Ag-safety Tip
Consider any "close calls-
a warning. After any near
miss, review the events that
caused it. Then, take appro-
priate action to prevent it
from happening again.
— C;heck those 'Slow Moving
Vehicle emblems regularly.
Make certain they are poop-
erty placed, in good fluores-
-I.—Cent condition and free of
-dirt or obstructions.
are eligible for this degree.
The FFA member is a 1976
graduate of Calloway County
High School and plans to enter
Murray State University this
fall to major in agriculture.
New Tomato - Canning
Directions Are Given
What is the right way to can
tomatoes?
In the face of recent con-
flicting directions on canning
tomatoes, two UK Extension
food specialists have come up
with' new preservation
recommendations.
To-be on the safe side, Dr.
Fudeko Maruyama and Sue
Burlier advise acidifying ALL
tomatoes by adding ,Iciottled
lemon juice, vinegar, or citric
acid. This heads off any
possibility of botulism
Poisoning- •
There directions: Add 4
teaspoons. of botttled lemon
juice to eachquartof tomatoes
or juice, OR 2 tablespoons of 5
per cent vinegar, OR 1/2
teaspoon of citric acid. Use
half these amounts for pints.
Then process as usual in your
boding-water-bath canner.
Citric acid will have, the
least effect on the flavor of the
tomatoes
These recommendations are
Wised on a study they have





The 1976 Pennyrile Barrow
Show is scheduled to begin
with an on-foot show at the
West Kentucky Fairgrounds
in Hopkinsville, Kentucky, on
Wednesday, July 14, ac-
cording to Kentucky Conk
missioner of Agriculture
Thomas 0. (Tom) Harris.
Weighing of entries will
begin at 8:00 a. m. on the day
of the show, and all entries are
to be in place on the show
grounds by 12:00 noon. Official
judging of the barrows is
scheduled for 1:u0 p. m. A
Judging contest will also be
held in conjunction with the
show activities. Both the on-
foot competition and the
judging contest will offer
classes for youths and adults.
In addition to the on-foot
show, which is to be judged by
Alvin Tingle, Hampshire
breeder from Eminence,
Kentucky, all entries will be
slaughtered for carcass
evaluation. Dr. W. Y. Varney,
Extension Meats
specialist from the
University of Kentucky, will
serve as carcass judge, and
results orthe carcass contest
will be reported at the Pen-
nyrile Barrow Show Banquet
and Awards Program, to be
held Friday evening, July 16,
1976, 6:30 p. m., at the West
The scene behind a good farm operation!
Mrs. Grundy (Beth) Falwell Mrs. Danny (Patsy) Pittman
Successful Farmers DO Business




meeting of the Penru-yile Pork
Producers will also be held
following the awards
program.
The Pennyrile Barrow Show
is open only to Ktntucky pork
producers. No advance entry
Is required for exhibitors at
thiaevent. The producer needs
only to bring his barrows to
The show grounds at the time
designated for weighing and
recording entries. Barrows
weighing from 200 to 240
pounds will be entered in the
contest. Producers fulfilling
these requirements are then
eligible to compete in the on-
foot show as well as the car-
cass competition.
C,orrimissioner Harris urged
the state's pork producers to
actively support the Pennyrile
Barrow Show and Carcass
Contest, saying this program
gives the producer an op-
portunity to have his product
judged on the basis of current
market standards and to
evaluate his performance as a
pork producer. Persons
desiring further information
should contact the Division of
Shows and Fairs, Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
Capital Plaza Tower, Frank-
fort, Kentucky 40601.
DAIRYMEN, INC. ANNOUNCES NEW FlELDMAN —
Paul Myrick (right) of Paducah •Division, Dairymen, Inc.
welcomes Steve Ericksen to D. I. Steve is a recent
graduate of Murray State University and will complete
requirements for an M. S. in Agriculture shortly.
While in high school, Steve was president of his dass
two years, a member or the National Honor Society,
Future Teachers Club, Math Club, Yearbook Staff, and
active in all sports. At Murray state University, he was
active in the Agriculture Club and Pi Kappa Alpha and
graduated Cum Laude.
Steve is in training preparing to do field work prirnarile
with dairy farmers in Western Kentucky and Tennessee,
keeping them informed of market conditions, helping
with problems associated with quality, production,
hauling, mastitis control, etc
• Sissee.is-thss.- sun ot-Mss arid- Ma.. John McAlister. Asa_
Route 1, Fulton, Kentucky.
‘13-aTryirieri,' 'Tic. is a rOiiil milk ri.satkfling
cooperative, owned and controlled by *rime 7200 dairy
farmers in the Southeast. .
collected from all parts of the
state.
Upon analysis, they found
that 10 per cent of the
tomatoes were low-acid, and
this was not limited to the
known low-acid hybrid
varieties. Also, the home
canner was not always sure
what variety of tomato was in
that jar, a situation that
probably happens often.
Scientifically speaking, the
lower the pH value of a food,
the higher its acid content.




cause of botulism. High
acidity prevents such growth.
Adding the recommended
amounts of lemon juice,
vinegar or citric acid ef-
fectively lowers the pH value
of tomatces, making it safe to,.
process them in a boiling-
water-bath canner.
Alert to the recent confusion
over the right way to can
tomatoes, many people have
tesarted.to processing them in
a .pressure canner, using 5
pounds of pressure for
minutes.
Actually, this is no safer .
than the water-bath method,
accordoa the UK Extension
food lists, if the pH
value of the tomatoes is too
high (meaning the acid
content is too lovri. To be
safe, .you would still need to
acidify the tomatoes as
• :commended for the boiling'
water-bath method.
Until they have conducted
further research on canning
tomatoes in a pressure can-
ner, Dr. Maruyama and Mrs.
Burner cannot endorse the
method of putting tomatoes by
— -unless .you add the correct
amount of one of the three
acidifying agents described
above.
NEVER use the open-kettle
method for canning tomatoes,
they add. There's too much
danger of contamination as
you transfer tomatoes from
kettle to jar. NEVER an
tomatoes that are aalpe,
either, or that have any
spoiled or soft spots. Save
them for fresh eating. When





Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Cork Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dna Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
You- don't have a lot of extra time to spend
in town. So we make your place our office.
Your Production Credit man depends on
on-farm, contacts to keep him up to the
.mtnyte on lobs, comtittions.
It puts him in a better position to under-
stand your money needs.
'--4fter all, his business is to
















Come in and talk with one of our salesmen; J.H. (Her-
diman) Nix, Hugh Wright or Jon Dalton
Dwain Taylor
chevrolcInc.
U.S. 641 South 7S3-2617'
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A Britisher enjoys a springtime romance in -To Paris With Love." Alec




Data From NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
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This is the 30-day
precipitation and
temperatute 10re:c-
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Solid State POrtable Color TV will be
given away Wednesday Night at the
'Brae Grass Concert —
MONDAY, JULY 12, 1976
5:00 P.M. - 4-H Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M. - Official Opening




Give= a - way
Drawing each night for $500.00
Only one ticket will be drawn each
night. If no winner, amount will be
added to next night's drawings.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 1976 -
10:00 A.M. - Holstein - Friesian Cattle Show
1011410105:00 p.m. - Open Rabbit Show
7:30 P.M. - Bluegrass Music •
Anaoiel Chian Oiroup
• .1,0 •







Federal officials have decided
that public scowls may no
longer sponsor father-son or
mother-daughter events
because they violate new rules
against sex discrimination..
That's the wbrd quietly
passed to --school ad-
ministrators in Scottsdale,
Aria., last week, more than
• five months after the officials
asked if such activities were
still lawful under regulations
approved by President Ford
last summer.
In a letter cleared through
Washington channels, John E.
Palornina of the San Fran-
cisco regional Office for Civil
Rights wrote to the officials
telling then* that 'functions
such as father-son or mother-
daughter breakfasts would be
subjecting students to
separate treatment and would -
not be permitted."
And that decision applies,
said a spokesman at
Washington headquarters,
even if the school offers
separate events with equal
facilities for both sexes.
Though no public an-
nouncement has been made on
the issue, the spokesman said
it,the Palomina letter
represented a policy ruling
that had been approved by
nghts office director Peter E.
Holmes.
Violation of the declaim
mold lead to a gilts& of
federal assistance or even
court action by the Justice
Department.
The Paloinina letter, dated
Jane 25 and addressed to Dr.
Ira King of the Scottsdale
school system, declared, "If
the purposes of such functions
is to.. enhance community
relations as your Iktter (Of Vat
February) states, (they)




would prevent a situation
which would exclude a male
student, for example, who
does not have a father to
accompany him to a father-
son affair."
The Office, for Civil Rights,
part of MO Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare, drafted • the new
regulations last year to im-
plement the Title IX statute
passed by Confess in 1172.
The rules have stirred con-
troversy on several fronts, but
particularly in the area of
athletic activities.
Anticipating the federal









Supt. Carolyn Warner cracked
two weeks ago, "I suspect
someone from the Land of Os
ta.say tuna day that
celebrating Fathers Day arid
Mothers Day separately
violates equal rights. And the





The Army Corp of
Engineers has announced that
locks at Kilitieky and
Barkley lakes will be clod
for inspections and repairs
this month.
The corps' Nashville, Tenn.,
district office says Kentucky
Lock will be out of operetta)
from a.m. July 13 until
July 21. All traffic between the
Ohlo and Tennessee rivets lel
use the. Cumberland River
through Lake Barkley aid
Barkley Canal between bike
Barkley and Kentucky Lake
during that time.
Barkley Lock will he
from July 23 until A.




The Facts 0' Life
TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1976
10:00 AM. - Jersey Cattle Show
7:30 P.M. - Nationwide Demolition Derby
* if if if if 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4ake
•••,,a.•••
44444444444
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, We work very
hard to hold down our own administrative costs. As a
result of our efforts, year in and year out, we assure a
high return of dues income to our members in the form
of health care benefits.
And because we-work hard to keep our own costs low,
we don't hesitate to ask it of others. We work with doctors
and hospitals to pinpoint the factors that gfect the cost of
health care and to help find ways to keep them contained.
You can help, too, t5y using hearth care services wisely.
Don't ask for admission to the hospital unless your doctor
says it's medically necessary. Perhaps you can get the
treatment you need on an outpatient basis. If you are
admitted, don't stay any longer than necessary.
If we all work together, we can help prrevent unnecessary (
increases in the cost of health care.
$250,000 Major Medical coverage now being offered.




lit Reg Park Blue Cross ASS/Y ** National Association of Blue Shield Plans
CompletWand mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky. 9901 Linn
Station Road, Louisville, Kentucky 40223 Please send me. without obligation.
information on health care benefits and eligibility requirements MIMS




0 Interested in improving My benefits
0 Getting married
Employed by (company Name)  I am interested in
0 The Norigtoup Preigrilrfl — —
83he Medicare Supplement Program„tzt.A74i U1 7,trfailt - .
0 $250/004  'Major Medical -aiwerege'-'"
Farm Bureau Members, Please 4ee Your Farm Bureau Agswit
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:fferect9 enty Of Sports Entert0iprwl. -
Bill Cutchin (left) presents the Bill Cut chin Cup
to singles winner Del Purcell.
Robert Santagado didn't bleak his
water balloon in the tossing contest.
Patsy Beauchamp (left) presents singles winner
Kathy Outland with the. Betty Purcell Cup.
Singles winner Kathy Outland in action.
Candy Jackson was a loser in the water balloon pitching contest.
Singles champion Del Purcell returns. 
Eddie Requarth of the Pony League Astros gets a basehit.
a -Terry Brown ol the Pony League eriTireirajinfi'
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon
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The reading of ifirDetiSration of. Independence
Stet Photos by David Hill
A colonist keeps a watchful eye
The Stars and Sbipett—
Prepare to advance!
Cease-Fire Talks In Lebanon Postponed in definitely
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Ford. -But Pravda, the Soviet
Communist party newspaper,
couldn't resist a . dialectic
zing: U.S. history, it said,
shows the. "suffering and
difficultiet that a society of
class exploitation brings to
„many millions of working
people."
But in the same Communist
capital, dissident Soviet
sources reported a poignant
message froui 14 Soviet
political priginers to the
American people:
"Neither barbed wire, nor
machine guns, nor wat-
towns to put on a parade. We
aren't so hurt that we can't
show our love for our coun-
try," said Marion. Forsyth,
who lost his home and far-
mland. •
Meanwhile, in the Old
World...
England, which suffered a
profound decline in the
world's power structure while
its impudent former colony
rose to the top, was, as
always, civil. It celebrated the
American Bicentennial with
more than 100 special events
across the country, including
fireworks, concerts, picnics,
softball games and a round of
furicois Frisbee. Meanwhire,
-Queen Elizabeth, who
occupies the throne the
colonies broke away from 200
years before, was on her way
to pay her respects to the
aging upstart.
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) —
CP.ise-fire talks were post-
poned indefiniteir as the
Lebanese leftist-Palestinian
guerrilla command reported it
opened a new front against the
Christians in northern
Lebanon.
The leftists' Beirut Radio
said Moslem forces drove
south into Christian territorr
below Tripoli and seized the
village of Chekka, 40 miles
noeth of Beirut. The broadcast
said the leftist forces also
advanced Monday to within
four miles of Amchit, the site
of the Christian radio station
20 miles north of the capital.
The Moslems said they
captured a string of coastal
Panel Discussion




The Equal Rights Amend-
ment" will be the topic._ of
Wednesday's United Campus
Ministry Luncheon at 12:10. '
The topic will be discussed
and reacted, to by a panel:
Bishop David Reed of the
Episcopal Diocese of Ken-
tucky, Rev. Ora Peck, co-
minister of the Fulton United
Methodist Church, and Hollis
Miller, minister of University
Church of Christ.
The $1.25 luncheon is open to
Op, public. Reservations are
-ad - -necessary, but those
desiring to do so are asked to
phone 753-3565.
fishing and farming villages
along the way.
The Christian radio denied
Chekka had fallen.
Fighting was also reported
at a dozen points around the
Christian enclave between
Beirut and Tripoli. Reports in
Beirut said more than 100
persons had been killed,
mostly in the' fighting - at
Chekka.
Arab League Secretary-
General Mahmoud Riad said
in Damascus that the meeting
scheduled for Monday bet-
ween Lebanese Christian and
Moslem leaders was put off
indefinitely "because of the
crazy escalation of the
fighting."
Palestinian guerrilla leader
Yasir Arafat met with
representatives of the
Christian Phalange party and
Syria all Sunday night. Riad
said all three factions had
agreed to begin detailed
negotiations on a cease-fire
and settlement of the 14-
month-old Lebanese war on
Wednesday.







chtowers, nor guard dogs —
nothing can prevent us.. from
being together with you On thIS • •




HERSHEY, Pa. (API —
John Whisman of Lexington, a
founder of the Appalachian
Regional Commission (ARC),
forstalled his possible ouster
as representative of the 13
ARC states by resigning the
post he has held for 10 years.
Whisman annalinced his
resignation, effective Sept. 1,
during a Monday meeting of




Alter costly and extensive prior
treatment tailed this skin dis-
ease was believed incurable At
this point. Happy Jack MAUI.
medicine was used with dramatic
success, Contains NO heitechlor-
t °Olen*. Also HAPPY JACK
KENNEL pIP fights doggy odor
and minor Skin irritittOrtS while
eliminating fleas and ticks for
AssoltS Caricentrated to save you
i
money ,At better drug, it teed
"3r" At Soortiteri
ArMICIU 
:And at other cities and




lip -San Fraricisco, where
rang cable car bells;
:Th Kokomo, Ind., where a
litity parade featured a big
red tractor pulling a float with
10-foot ear of corn;
Los Angeles, the city of
eftesses, where a bunch of
1d4s had the bright Bicen-
tennial idea 0 concocting —
why not? — a 30-foot-long
banana split;
I a Shreveport, La., where
Nt(oldred Walker Scopes,
wlilow of the man whose
ribution to America's
y became known as the
Nfdiikey Trial, sat down to
iia*h at a table dressed out tn
ed, white and blue clothes;
SI Sun City, Ariz., where
tolis Singer laid out $4,500 to
ig his house with all 50 state
flags, plus a red, white and
blue cattle trough in his front
yard that shoots water 20 feet
in the air;
In Promontory Point, Utah,
where they built two mock
railroad engines facing each
other just as the real ones did
that day of Manifest Destiny
in 11$9 when the golden spike
was driven;
In New Orleans, where they
unveiled a bronze statue to
Louis Armstrong, that pioneer
of America's own music form;
On Little Diomede Island,
that tiny Alaskan outpost on
the Bering Strait a scant three
miles from Russia, where all
130 residents turned out for
blanket tossing and other
Eskimo diversions;
And in gutsy Rexburg,
Idaho, where on Monday, a
month to Vie .4ay after their
town was nearly washed away
by a flood, they borrowed
enough floats from other
Ow
'd you ever want to know how to
manage your money to make every
penny count? -
You can learn how to do it. -
Did you ever want to growyckir own
vegetables but you don't 1-1.21 a .
backyard?
You can learn how to do that, too.
VVe're the consumer Information
Center of th0 government. And we
have over 200 publications, brochures.
and pamphlets that tell you how to do
Adot of different things.
How to sleep like a lamb.
How to keep your home in good
shape.
And how to keep your shape in good
shape, too.
Our free catalog lists broe.'hures











- Most of these publications are free.
Most of the rest are 50 or less.
catalog.
How to get the catalog
hat- lists them all?
Just write Consumer Information






refugee camp on the southeast
side of Beirut continued, a Red
Cross convoy of 19 trucks tried
to remove about 300 wounded
from the camp. But the
convoy turned back when both
sides broke an agreement to
stop shooting during the
evacuation, a spokesman said.
After two weeks of hard
fighting, the Palestinians
were reported still holding a
central section of un-
derground bunkers and
tunnels in the 74-acre camp.
The Christians claimed they
were about to complete their
conquest of the camp.
u WOULDN'T YOU RE
ALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTME
NT AT
DAYTONA PEACH
. FOR THE PRICE OF 
A ROOM
I 
Enjoy your CMS private villa at t
he World's
Most famous Beach. 70 minutes 
from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 
3
famous resturarrts; The Tropics, Ho
ng
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equippe
d for
\ housekeeping, air conditione
d.
with spacious lawns, room
? telphones, TV, shopping 
center.
OCEAN BATIlleK1
2 swimming poots, recreation 
ball,
13 
playground Golf, tennis privileges.
'14 
An easy drive to all Florida &Mac-
-- **4
lions Pets welcome. Fishing, ii
i.
Alai, Auto/Dog Racing. ,.
f,,Sviiii: 
'm il/nits available 
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Vella for tria
arks it a roam
Villa ter 4 •
(1I0 et 303 units)
• rof free color litiretkorit and 
information write
EttINOR VILLAGE RESORT Dep
t
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32914
rams
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 ••791/111,491/119.• ARC *CBI
„
 • Or Porni,Co.
The Pepsi▪ -Cola quart
is a real quart.
32 refreshing ounces.
Some soft-drink companies sell their product in bottles
that look like quarts. But they're really only 26- or
28-ounce bottles. The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. ..32
refreshing ounces. So look carefully before you buy.
Then we think you'll be a Pepsi-Cola quart fan.
• .9
lath BOttlëtbi oily
Pepsi, aid the bottle.
RUTILE?? WY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO. PADUCAH, KY UNDER APPC4NTAIE14T FROM pepreCo DfC .PURcHASIt. N.Y
;
•









'Carter Meets With Governors
HERSHEY, Pa. API —
Jimmy Carter, who used to be
a governor himself, conferred
with 30 Democratic governors
today on a campaign unity
mission, and they're expected
to endorse him as the virtually
inevitable nominee for the
White House.
-Democratic national
chairman Robert Strauss met
with the governors Monday, to
wort out terms of a proposed
endorsement statement, then
relayed word of the
arrangement to Carter..
It's evident, however, that
Carter still has some fences to
Mend with his former
colleagues, While Carter
emerged from the Georgia
state house to win his virtual
guarantee of the Democratic
presidential nomination, he
remains skeptical about some
major programs championed
by the governors.
Even as he met privately
with the Democratic caucus,
the National Governors'
Conference was due to wolf*
out the terms of a call for
welfare reform, to include a
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Mate. by United refuse Syndicate. Inc •
--for all Americans.
Carter. has opposed a
federal take-over of welfare
expenses a,s too costly. He
does favor another feature of
the proposal before the con-
ference, a nationwide stan-
dard Tor welfare payments to
eliminate current variations
among the states.
He also has said that the
federal revenue-sharing
program, which the., gover-
nors' conference pushed fcr
years, should bypass the
states with more money going
to local governments.
Gov. Marvin Mandel of
Maryland, long critical of
Carter, said the Democrats
want to know more about his
position on those and other
points.
"I think that if he'd sit down
with a number of the gover-
noes and tell us what his
pcsition is, it's going to be
,very difficult for anyone to
.--misuriderStand ircir Change
said Mandel, who in the
past has accused Carter of
hrning positions.
Mandel was not ready to
pledge that he would leave
Hershey as a Carter sup-
porter.
Given Carter's cominanct or
a nominating majority at the
DemoCratic National'
Convention opening next
Monday, neither Mandel nor
any of the other Democrats
has much choice.. So Carter's ,
overnight trip to Hershey
seemed designed to seek







I 111 Se.. I 7334E5
'We'll conie out united
behind Gov.' Carter:: said
Gov. Reubin Askew of
Florida, who earlier opposed
him. "He's the choice of the
American people and he's my
choice." -
The Republican governors
were caucusing too, but there
wasn't much politicking to be
done there. Eleven of the 13
Republican governors were
supporting President Ford;
the other two were solidly
committed to Ronald Reagan.
As a result, neither con-
tender for the Republkan
nomination mounted a
significant political operation





LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
The thii.c1 sity of -Wentselty--
has been awartied_ti U.S.
Energy Research and
Development Administration
grant of $15.5,158 to develop a
process for reinoving sulfur
compounds from coal-derived
(uel gases.
•• Dr. J. Thomas Schrodt, of
UK's department of chemical
engineering, will receive the
grant. He said the process
—Wes hot ash — usually con-
sidered a waste Product of
coal gasification --to remove
hydrogen sulfide from gases.
Dr. O.J. Hahn, associate
professor of chemical
engineering at _ILK_ _a_ro
associate director of the
schooVs Institute. for Mining
and Minerals Research*, said a
pilot plant employing the
process may eventually be
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OH IS AH GONNA
MISS 1-E-R COOKivr
---HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
WHAT WILL YOU BE DOING 10 YEARS FROM NOW?
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
The PRINTING INDUSTRY is a dynamic Progressive industry that offers
challenging, rewarding, and interesting careers at the technical and manage-
ment levels in Newspaper and Book and Periodical Publishing, Commercial
Printing, and many specialized aspects of the industry? '
The PRINTING INDUSTRY employs approximately-1.1 million people, ac-
cording to a Department of Commerce survey?
The PRINTING INDUSTRY ranks first among manufacturers in number of es-
tablishments in operation throughout the United States?
The PRINTING INDUSTRY Need's qualified people (male and female) for a
wide variety of jobs at the Management and 'Technical level?
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY, Murray, Kentucky,. offers a 2 year Associate
_degree in Graphic Arts Technology, and a 4 year Bachelor of Science degree in
Printing Management?
YOU can pursue a degree in Printing Management or Graphic Arts Technology
without previous experience in the field?
YOU are invited to inquire about the degree programs at Murray State Univer-
sity and visit the campus?
• s.
For'nfore information, COMPLETE AND MAIL THIS FORM TO:
-flaDaradalesCod Graphic P ats Technology MURRAYURRAYSTATE UNIVERSITY,Murray SWIM LAdvelity
Mum. Koattadif42111-
-
N.  -  Street Wviiikees 
City  State  Zip 
Murray, Kentlieky
42071
Pfeifle send additional information concerning the following:
( I 2 year Associate degree in craphic Arts Technology.
I I 4 year Bachelor of Science degree in Printing Management





"The regular Annual Meeting of Members of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will' be held this year on
Saturday, July 10, at the offices of West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation.
• sr
The meeting will begin at 3:00 o'clock p. ,m. daylight saving
time. The guest speaker will be Dr. Frank Holland, Manager of
land Between The Lakes Area.
All members of the West Kentucky RuraHTeCtric Cooperafive
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Sealed bids will be
received by the
Bureau of Highways,




the 15 day of 3111y,
1976, at which time
bids will be publicly







18-583 - The Murray-
Wiswell-Harris Gro-
ve Road (KY 1550)
from KY 783 ex-
tending easterly to
the Johns Road (CR
1236), a- ciistance Jot
3.010 miles.
Calloway Co., RS
18-683 - The College
Farm Road („KY
1327) from KY Met-
tending westerly .to
KY 1660, a distance
of 1.520 miles.
Calloway Co., RS
18-868 - The Less
Todd Road from KY
280 extending north-





that it will af-
TuInatively insure
:that in any contract
-entered into pur-
suant to this ad-
vertisement, minori-
ty business en-
terprises will be af-
forded full op-
portunity to submit










all projects will be










available at a cost of












ls for all projects will
be available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 eath (NON
REFUNDABLE);
Specimen Proposals
















All   ciidisplayspiaysaandsci
regular display, must
be submitted by 12








A vacancy exists in the City of Murray for
the position of City Planner and Building In-
spector. Formal training in planning (including
a degree in planning) and experience desirable.
Responsibilities include: comprehensive plan-
ning for City of Murray; research, writing, and
drafting of maps for approximately three annual
planning documents; advise City Council, Plan-
ning Commission, and Board of Zoning Ad-
justment on matters dealing with planning;
prepare grant applications, particularly com-
munity development; coordinate city planning
with planning in the Purchase Area pevelop-
ment District; administer city zoning ordinances
and subdivision regulations; serve as city
building inspector; issue building permits; code
enforcement.








_ Murray, KY 42071
Applications will be accepted until 5:00 P.M.,
July 15,1976.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
If You
Need Them:
Fire •  753-1441

































Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
St. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
- Do it
yourself!
Swe money, • As snipe to use
a vamum, • Gets d.rt other








• • AI •••••••••• Stormge • ',a. ••••










" WATCH OUT FOR TRICKS, WILOW • "
2 Notice











5. Lost And Found
FOUND ADULT GREY
Scottish Terrier. Found












THE FOLLOWING LIST OF STREETS WILL BE PAVED BY THE CITY UN-
DER THE ONE-THIRD SHARE COST AGREEMENT WITH PROPERTY
OWNERS. PROPERTY OWNERS WHOSE PROPERTY FRONTS ON THE
LISTED STREETS SHOULD PAY TO THE CITY CLERK, CITY HALL
BUILDING, BY JULY 15,1976, THEIR-PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE
PAVING COSTS. BY ACTION OF THE COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF
MURRAY, IN REGULAR SESSION ON JUNE 24, 1976, UNLESS 80% OF THE
PROPERTY OWNERS WHOSE PROPERTY FRONTS ON A STREET,
AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE COST SHARE PLAN, THE STREET
WILL BE DROPPED FROM THE LLST OF THOSE TO BE PAVED. FOR
OTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT MR. LEE BOLEN AT 753-6127
OR THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT 753-1221 TYPE
-0,JUIALNAMLJOGI/MUJOG...211110011 Juniair. LENGTH IMPROVEMENTS.





Ilidakil lasso test Shelly lame 20'
story Awe. Nor* Deed Eel pgr
II It* St wee, Deed Emil 20' MS'
(20' street pet Ys shiny cost S2.21 pet free, feel
Valls. Os. West Omsk At.. 31'
(31' *met per 'Sieber* test S1.45 per from feet)











WXNT A RIDE TO
MAYFIELD, everyday
' to the hospital. Call 753-
1400, Mrs. Frets.
LOST LAST FRIDAY
night, wallet at Palace
Drive Inn. $100 reward.
Belonged to Roy M.
Devine Jr. Any in-
formation call (303) 753-
0617 collect. No
questions asked.
LOST SMALL black and
white dog. Short-haired,
part Pekingese, curly
tail. Answers to name of





Prefer wide, age 20 te 45,
te west Is lead Ismrsteiere





SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.












benefits. Write P.O. Box
32P, Murray.
BABYSITTER WANTED
for afternoon shift in my
home Phone 753-6089












and Service, 500 Maple







' with separate treater. -
Hoover portable spin
dry washer, 15 inch
black and white RCA





Regular size., Like new.















1972, 12 x 60, all electric,
central air. Call 489-2348
or 437-4845 or 489-2316.
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom,
1972 Skyline Buddy, 12 x
64. Front kitchen, tale ---
living room, central
heat and air, front and
back porches, un-
derpinned and storm
windows. Call days 436-
5483, after 6 p.m. 436-
5553.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
31. Want To Rent
FIVE FOOT BUSHOG or
F0.3. LEASE Texaco weed and grass cutter.
Service Station, 15th and -; Can be seen at 916 N.









.ever. -Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky


















15 Articles For Sale
WOULD XOU TRUST
your child to an un-
trained doctor? How
about your home? Your
-shop? We're trained -
We're dependable -we
have a permanent pace




21•2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and -12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.
LAWN FURNITURE for
sale. Love seat, chair
and two tables. Wrought
Iron. $125. Call 753-5002.
DRESSER, CHEST,
$25.00, for both. Call 753-
9646.
WINDOW SASHES 40"








like it," say users of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Ajx.Shopping Center.
FOR LONGER wear keep
carpets clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electrit
shampooer. Western








FOR ALL YOUR fencing





Good condition. Call 753-
5308.
33' RP.FER QUEEN house
boat, $4500. May be seen
at slip 72, Kenlake





Plastic put under house.
Kelly Termite and Pe'st
Control, 753-3914.
AIR CONDITON SALE,
Thomas A. Edison 10.000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000
BTU $289.95. 20,000 BTU
$319.95. 23,000 BTU
$349.95. 26,000 BTU
$3$4 95 Wallin Hard-
ware across , from Post
Tenh..
ELECTROLUX SALES










100 South 13 Street
Flies. Roaches





washer and dryer. 2
,years old. Excellent
condition, $200. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup with
camper. Can be seen at
Cherry Corner, second
house on left past
Methodist Church.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any six for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct and save on all
mattresses. Helthopedic
or foam. WEST - ICY:
MATTRESS, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
,03-7323.
RE1('S WORM, FARM,
Irvei Cobb Road. (High-
way 7321, red worms,
canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894. after 5 p.m.
26. TV Radio
32 Apartmi.nts For jtent
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 9
college girls or boys.















FOR SALE, steVen month
old male American
Askimo. $25.00. Will
have 4 male pups to sell
11,4 weeks. Call 436-7215
AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel puppy.
Six months old. 9100.
Call 767-2451.
AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel. Call 753-
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very







shades, chair, crib, etc.-.
All priced to sell. Call
753-8054 after 9 a.m.
=Mr
NEW LISTIVG, to settle
estate, good 3 bedroom
frame home with extra






fence with metal' barn.
Shaded 3 bedroom brick










,inent, boys or girls. Rent
very reasonable
_inquire at Kenya Pest
control, 100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APART-








and air, built-in stove,
garbage disposal,
washer & dryer hookup.
Patio. 2150.00 per month
plus utilities. Available














W. Churchill, 753-2736 or
753-8395.
1600 WISWELL ROAD
















34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
gas heat, and bath. $75
month. In Hardin. Call
753-4661.
THREE BEDROOM






31 livestock - Supplies

















Across from Post Office.
NINE ACRES located
within two and a half
miles of Murray on the
Old Salem Had. Four
bedroom brick home
with large living room.
with fireplace, two
baths, ' full basement,
air conditioned
baseboard electric-
steam heat. this if-a--
quality built home. Five
acres are fenced for
cattle or horses. Fruit









24* miles southwest of
Murray. Home is
situated on beautiful
tree-shaded one acre lot „
on quiet country paved
road. Priced to sell at







of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 1% baths. Central




Large wooded lot in
Sherwood Forest Not-
tingham Drive, ideal for
' walk-out basement. or
tfi-level house. Reduced
to $1995 cash. Or owner
will finance on land
contract, $395 down,
balance at S per cent
interest Oa' 36 months,















bedrooms, 2 baths, large
family room with
tir*ace, 2 car garage,
paved-drive, has central:: '
heat and air , wall to wall:; -
'carpet. Lai* lot in CO-;
School District. Call fori
appointment
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore St., 753.
724.
44. Lots For Sale
LOT AT 1616 Kirkwood,
64250. Call 753-1449 after
5 p.m.
45 Farms For Sale
60 ACRE FARM IN
Calloway County for





barn, 1 acre. All farm
corn this year. Betweesk
Highway 68 and 94 on-,
Hico Road, Northwest of,






MOST CHEWIDLET NADMAD PURISTS lAILP THE. 56AS THE FINEST EXPRESSION CF n-IE NOMAD51ANDAR1) FEATURES INCLU DED GM'S 140 P TC3JE-
Bar SIX SncK SHIFT ; nou_ JCINT SuSPEN-
AND THE THEN. INNOATIVE SUSPENDED PEDALSFA ER-a_IT CRICKS comosasED Cimv FourzgAw- CARS, ouAL EXHAUST, CNERDRIVE, PCWER- .
GLIDE TRAN PCWS. ER STEERING C 7RAKE.a R.D.0,
AIR, PLUG- IN 5I4AVER S,- AND EAT kr  TS AND RARNESS .1
IMAGINE FINCRI‘G A 34 NOMAD TODAY 04 CRIGINALconiccroN wrn4 ALL THEM GOODIES IHESE20 YEARS LATER .0
SPECIFICATIONS% EFGME- 01-4V 6, 235.5 CU IN., 140 Ceti?
CR OW NAS, 265 CU IN, 162 BHP
PERFORMANCE' (V9) 0-50 MPH N 979C Roopseeeo 102 t
VALLE 1 1956 PRICE S2,673. • -CORY (1dINT) /4,C(DiD+'
Q0t teWarertirWargaric="
PRF_SEHTED 7/0
'The Store For w.f.,
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon - Jerry Key











































































46. Homes For Sate
1:11( OWN.ER-BRICK




carport and large lot.
Price $15,500. Call 753-
3293.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs Your listings.






Built last summer. Five...,
miles east. $27,500. Call
FOR SALE OR TRADE
HOUSE FOR SALE, 3
bedroom, bath and half,
quiet street. Large
Kitchen, dining area,
and family room. Call
after 5, 7534855.
MUST SELL, 2 year old
brick home, 3400 sq. ft.
of floor space. Four
lar bedrooms, 3 baths,
complete kitchen and 2
car garage. Located on 1
acre of land. Five miles
West of Murray, vi mile
off blacktop. Priced in
low 40's. Call 753-7625.










1973 HONDA CB 350,1675.
Looks nice. Call 753-
5563.
GT $54 SUZUKI Wind-
jammer fairing,
luggage rack, backrest





raced. Both 1 month old.
Call 753-772i.
1M CC INDIAN trail bike.
Will sefl cheap. Call 435-
4391.




FOR SMALL FARM: FOR SALE WM HONDA
Six men frame house
downtown. Suitable for
single family or duplex
occupancy_ Completely
renovated inside and








BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home den, ga,rage at-
tached, 2 small out-
buildings, apple trees,
garden spot, all on over
1 acre. Priced to sell.
Two miles , South of
Belair Shopping Center
on 641. Call 753-0154.
HOUSE AND 514. acre,* CS 500, 5°° miles' Callland. Hoo‘p 
iS 
half rock 5274874 - Ricky
'-Puckett, Benton K.and half brick. With 40x 
60 concrete block body-,
shop. On Highway 641




New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living room, dining,
kitchen, utility, extra
large walk in closets,'
double garage, paved
drive, patio, courtyard
and extra large rustic
den, with beam ceiling,
fireplace and bookcase,
are featured in this
quality built house.






• Jim Adams Food Liners
O. Used Ces & TruciAs
1941 , FORD
van. Call 753-0642.





49 Used Cars & Tro.ks
11111CHEVROLET, 2 door
coupe, 29 m.p.g. $325.
Call 753-5563.








condition, p00. Call 437-wagon, excellent con-
4545.dition. Call 753-7370 or
.. 753-0129.
00 CHEVELLE, 307 V-IL




20,000 miles. Call 753-
0530.
1971 SUPER BEETLE
VW, good condition. Call
437-4813.
1972 V. W. Super Beetle,
.0ne owner, new tires,
automatic. Call 489-2195.
1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,,
excellent condition.
$3,550 or best offer. Call
753-7750 after 5.
1975 DATSUN 82111, MOO
miles, 5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seeking 35-





Blazer-full time 4 x 4.
Air, power, steering and
brakes. Two sets of
wheels included. Call
753-2385 after 5 p.m.
Fire
753-1441
( This alphabetized page will run weekly -- dip it from




Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control







Prices start at $386.00
Complete, ilpored,
ready to use.
Large stock to choose





















If you do not receive
























Bill Houghton, Rte. 6,
Box 68
.11 ft bus In mune we







pswf wow Tam riO
W as wr, pada le* mast do1
*wet wet *sirs Milan
reek eft wit mei wk. PPM
Ask movie *is ied s.
753-5703

































102 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
 siewiesse•ofiNNP 






I.. a. WI p. a. fem. Rat
end Sark 9 O. p. a.











after 5 p. m or weeken-
ds. Yeur choice of color
and materials
Hurricane Straps.









like to keep,2 or 3 sets of
books for buisnesse.
Call 753-6143. • ,
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing





401 VW, good condition. reasonable rates,
MM. C8114364383. 'references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-96181171 VW, recently
overhauled. Call 474-
2245 after 6 p.m.
Mt CHEVY short bed
picluqk Double power,
air, meg" wheels, 8,000
miles. Call 753-5036
1971 FORD 4 door 351
Automatic. Body is
rough. 1200.00. 35441/1:--
19118 SKYLARK, 2 door
hard top, 350 automatic
with air. In very good
ahape. $950.00. 3544891.
MU YELLOW TORINO.




six. Stove, sink, icebox.
41740. Ca117534487.
WHEEL CAMPER Pop







Sleeps six Call 753-4904.
Ps Otte,pd
EXPERIENCED ,baby
sifter need children to
keep during week. Call
753-3932 or 753-0532.




and seal coating. For
free estimate. Call 753-
7238.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling













WILL CARE FOR any
age child in my hoax at







and roofs sealed. Call











work needs call Jobn
Lane. Phone 7534669. or
436-2586
WILL DO HOUSEWORK







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Padotah, Ky.
42001. Phone day- or
night 442-7036
WILL BUSH HOG lots
Call 753-1980,,,
HAVING TROUBLE
getting ' ltiose small
plumbing Jabs done?
Then call 753414.
LICEP4 11111Z _el/at:tan .
prompt Meted ser-
vice. No job too small.
ALUMINUM .-SIDINGS,










and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1- 354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
WANT TO DO IIOUSE
cleaning. Call .753-6703,












Arid glass shelves and





delivery. M & G Com-
plete Glass -Now 753-
6210 or 41114138.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs




Call Ernest White , Maple..753-M6.
0805
'OPTING, 'INTERIOR
GENERAL BACKROE ,aticl exterior by the
work, white graveL hour ..or job. Free




elespabeet et service oal as.
Cleasieg is sew we Imre
Isost. Mobs* steam dowsers
awl esker efirweiwg •••Iptsmt
las rim& Sr I Toe prefer we











lady to keep in state
approved home. Call
7534392.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
et 753-2310 for free
estimates of your ?ends.
DIUVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rack; white, decorative
and wash rock, AU types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4



















The Volvo 264GL and Mercedes are both lavishlrendowed
with the comforts and refinements people of means expect in
a luxury car.
Unfortunately for some people, however, both cars are
also endowed with stiff price tags.
Many of these people will find a consoling alternative in
the Volvo 240. A car which shares many features with one, or
both, of the higher-priced cars. -
For example, inside the Volvo 240, you sit on infinitely
adjustable bucket seats. And while they may not be uphol-
stered in leather like thosai the Volvo 264GL, they do,have
adjustable lumbar supports for the small of your back.
The air around you is circulated by Volvo's 12-outlet
heating and ventilation system. The glass around you is tinted.
And kept clear by front, rear and front side window
defoggers.
For performance and handling, there's a fuel-injected
overhead cam engine, 4-wheel power disc brakes, steel-belted
radials and rack and pinion steering.
It's all standard on the Volvo 240. And if you want to
exceed the standard, you cat, always add air conditioning,
or power-assisted steering with automatic transmission.
If you think about it, all this luxury is enough to make
you forget that in buying a Volvo 240. you're actually doing
something very practical and down to earth.
Saving money. "VOLVO








--4Stacy Chrysler-Plymouth Dodge-Volvo, Inc.
1133$. Irvin CAR Dr. 442-5428 Seem& XV- 
•
•
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Deaths and Funerals 
Mrs. Cordie Morris
Dies At Her Home
The funeral for Mrs. Cordie
Mae Morris was held Sunday
at four p. m. at the chaAl of
the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Term., with burial in the
Birds Creek Cemetery near
Paris.
Mrs. Morris, age 80, widow
of 0. L. Morris, died Saturday




McCuiston and Mrs. Christine
Beecham,-, both of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Francis




Mrs. Edna L. . Farris of
Farmington Route One died
Monday at 1:55 a. m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was15 years of
age
The deceased was the wife
of Tremon P. Farris who died
in January 1970. She was also
preceded in death by one
daughter, Mrs. Doris Lee Key,
and one son, Richard Ferris.
Mrs.* Farris was a member
of the Burnett's Chapel United
Methodist Church and
the Burnett's Chapel
Homemakers Dub. Born May
8, 1911, at Granite City, Mo.,
she was the daughter_iLthe-
late Thomas Adams and Chloe
Howell Adams.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Gayle Miller, Murray
Route Seven; one son, Tremon
Farris, Jr:iFarrnington Route
One; two sisters, Mrs. Clifford
'Sehl, Lapeer, Mich., and Mrs.
Billy Roberts, Ferndale,
Mich.; one brother, Denver'
Adams, Troy, Mich.; eight
grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Wednesday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funerld Home
with Rev. Johnson Easley and
Rev. Harry Nall officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. -




. Rites On Monday
Funeral services for J. E.
(Erbie) Stockton of Murray
were held Monday_attwo p. m.
at the chapel of the Milner
'Funeral Home, Bardwell, with
Rev. Judson Lambert and
Rev. E. N. Crider officiating.
Nephews served as active
pallbearers. Honorary
pallbearers were G. H. Crider,
Artell Chenault, Walter Long,
Clyn Bean, Greg Roberts, and
Robert Larkin. Burial was in
the Bardwell Cemetery.
Mr. Stockton, age 76, died
Friday at, 10:30 p. m. at the
Murray,Calloway County
Hospital. He owned and
operated Stockton Dry Goods
stores in Bardwell, Clinton,
and Arlington for many years,
but -had moved to Murray
-a-bout six-weeks-ago.
The deceased was a former
Berriwpti atititipa com-
missioner and a member of
the Bardwell Baptist Church.
He was the son of the late
George Lee and Mattie Brent
Stockton.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Thelma Rowland Stockton,
one ,on, George Lee Stockton,
and a grandchild, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Elsie Tackett,
Bardwell.'
Mrs. Birdie Rubber
Dies;. Was Sister. —
Of Local Worttan
Mrs. Birdie Rudder, sister
of Mrs. Louisa Ciumizigharnof
Murray, died Wednesday at
six a. m. at th4 Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was 71 years of age.
The deceased was born
September 2, 1904, in Como,
Tenn., and was the daughter
of the late Pomp andDrewetta
Henry Starks. She was
married in 1927 to Walter




Copeland, Patois, Tem., Mrs.
Ayri,e Rupell Allen, Detroit,
Michjnd Mr*. Betty
P -.Pa ducat; -"Ttwo -
sisters, Mrs. Addie M.
Blakemore, Cottage Grove,
Term., and Mrs. Cunningham,
Murray; one brother, Willie
Starks, Los Angeles, Calif.;
nine grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Saturday at two p: m. at
Barr's Chapel United
Methodist Church, Como,
Term., with Rev. Charles
'Haney officiating. The
Williams & -Rawls Funeral
Home was in charge of the
arrangements.
Stock Market
Mem of dock of load flame it noon
WI', today, firatahed to Me Legg"; 11
Times by First of Michigan, Corp ,
- agerrity.aressaalisen.
Heublein Inc 49% -%
Kaufman h Broad 8% unc
Ponderosa Systems 94 +
Kimberly Clark 40%
171dori Carbide 19% unc
W.R. Grace  27% -Lt
Texaco  28, + 4
General Elec. 574
GAF Corkcific  15% -%
Georgia 49% -44
Pfizer 28% +
Jim Waltero .  32% unc
Kirsch  14% unc
Disney 55". unc
Franklin Mkt 30% ±Ati
Prices at aorta a local enterest at DOM
today furbished is Me Ledger & Ilmes by






Gan. hlatars 87% JA4







Qualm' Olthl 27'4 +V.








Be At Story Hours
For the first tiro& read live
Grandmothers will be the
featured performers at the
Story Hours to be held at the
Calloway County Public
Library on Wednesday, July 7,
a library spokesman said.
The Grandmothers will tell
stories, sing, play the piano,
and "tell of the old days"
while in costume.
Children of pre-school age
are welcome to the morning
session from ten to eleven a.
m., and school age children
are invited to attend story
-hour from three to four p._m_,
the library spokesman added.
MEET PLANNED
The Baptist Young Women
of the Blood River Aweiation
will hold its meeting an
Thursday, July 8, at seven p.
m. in the fellowship hall of the
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, located just off High-




FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
MurrayBranch
,.,44.44.40-0-.44..4#444-4.
1 - 4)t* l.peope* :
i . are e**4----
! talking :*-




ECONOMIC EDUCATION WORKSHOP-Dr. Dan Harrison (right center), director of the Center on Economic
Education at Murray State University, introduces these teachers to economics materials in the center's library during
a Workshoo in Economic Education on the campus June 14-July 1. Shown (seated left to right) are: John Porter
social studies teacher at Providence FrigliSchoot-Itob-effiDaifit;bliSiness-%Seher at Marshall CoutitylPitghlaalot-- ----
and Brenda- Croft, business education teacher at Providence High School; and (standing) Ivory Adkisson, social
studies teacher at Bruceton, Tenn., High School; and Carolyn Light, math teacher at Calloway County High School.
The workshop was designed to assist elementary and secondary teachers in developing ways to integrate
economic concepts into classroom presentations and to familiarize them with mfterials available to them through
the library.
22:KiIIedIn Holiday Accidents
By The Associated Press • •
At least 22 persons were killed in July
4 holiday accidents in Kentucky, in-
cluding 15. in traffic accidents, state
police said.
Three others were killed in a plane
crash, three others drowned and a
house fire claimed another life. , •
The 15 traffic fatalities fell short of
the 1975 holiday total of 19. The
Asaociated 'Press counted accidental
deathi iCen'tliky during Eroili 6O.-M
Friday through midnight Monday. -
Three persons died Sunday night
when a four-passenger airplane
crashed shortly after taking off from an
airpdrt in Elkhorn City.
The victims were identified as Joe
Barrowman, 24; his daughter, Jenne,
3; and Kristopher Konrad Mitchell, 22,
of Plymouth, Mich.
Officials said the plane apparently
developed engine trouble before
plunging into a field near the airport.
Three persons were killed and
another critically injured late Saturday
in a two-car collision in Louisville. The
dead were identified as Michael A. Sch-
mitt, 26, and his wife, Barbara, both of
Louisville; and Mrs. Frances Cook,
Mrs_ Schmitt's ripther. Mrs. Cook's
husband Paul was critically injured.
The ,driier of the other vehicle,
Thomas E. Perdue of Louisville, was
charged with reckless homicide and
first degree assault in connection with
the accident.
In other weekend traffic accidents:
-George Knight, 27, of Hawesville,
.:*as killed late Sunday in a crash on Ky.
—744- sfi MI/a-south of VII Raheock
-County home. -- -
-Ronnie Tackett, 35, of Olive Hill,
died Sunday about four miles south of
his home when his car went over an
embankment and struck a tree.
-Gine Sue Teeter, 20, of Ft. Knox,
died Sunday on Ky. 79 about two miles
south of Westview in Breckinridge
County.
.4:-Michael T. Riggs, 25, of Louisville,
was killed when his motorcycle collided
with a car on a Louisville street.
-Derrick L. Draper, 6, of Louisville
as killed Sunday when he apparently
ran into the patb.of a car near his home.
-David Jenkins, 18, of Carthage,
Tenn., was killed ?Iva wreck in Allen
County-, about 10 miles from ScottsvWe.
Officials say the car in which he was a
passenger left the highway and into a
creek, and the victim was apparently
drowned.
-Leon Oliver, 38, of Burgin, was
killed Sunday in a two-car collision near
Danville. Burgin was superintendent of
the Burgin Independent School District.
-Richard Ferguson, 32, of Paris, was
killed Satin:day when his car ran off a
Bourbon County road.
-Leon Moore, 34, of London, -was
killed Saturday when his car went out of
„control and struck a tree in Laurel
County..
-Roger Kestner, 64, of Palinstrille,
was killed Saturday when his car ran
off a road in Johnson County. -
-Mrs. Joyce Ping, 29, of Somerset
was killed Saturday in a three-car
accident of Interstate 75 in Madison
County.
-Melinda Sallie, 5, of Lee City, was
killed Saturday when the car driven by
her father, James, left a Morgan
County road and overturned.
We're nac12-eri
By Years of Service-
In 'times of bereavement, it's
comforting to know that you can
put, your trust in us. We'll han-
dle- al1 the details for you.
Max Churchill
Funeral Home




* FROM OUR GOURMET PANTRY
* Just Received-A. Fresh Shipment of
Genuine French Brie-
* France's Best Known and Best Selling Cheese.
?!. 
cut in various sizes
..L wedges. Priced at $IM
Half-Pound. Also
Jarlsberg from Norway.
* If you like Swiss You'll
Prefer 3 arlsberg
* Delicious. Serve with
* a Dry White Wine. .
* Better Ye,41.28 Half-




*- from Italy 
, from Japan :
_Chateau dYquem
from France :
Have you ever' shopped :
for these wines. or ,
some other favorite it
. of yours,
*,14tit couldn't find it" We have them all. And in all
* ''' probability the one you can't find elsewhere. But t
* i e don't have it we can get it for you within 10 days it






* ROUT! E DEPARTMENT **
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* - *





4-- often you'll find some :
* . good buys'at The Party
Mart. This is just wad ** ‘
* 







,,,.7 PEN" ONLY 77c It's
your car, your kitchen wall. *
l'ses standard refills.
self-adhesive attaches










at Lone Oak Road & Highway 62
• *
t
